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简介
ECNU CIRCLE 刊物自 2013 年春季起，每学年三期。作为华东师范大学英文校园刊物在中北、闵行校
区内发行。每期发行 1500-2000 册。

宗旨
在华东师大党委宣传部、校团委、外语学院大学英语教学部的指导下，面向全校本科生、研究生以及
留学生，组织对英语刊物感兴趣、英语水平较高学生，创办知识性、实用性、趣味性并重的英语刊物。
旨在坚守师大传媒人的责任，在缤纷的英语刊物中融入师大人自己的特色，力图打造属于新一代大学
生自己的“英语氧吧”，展现一个真实的，活力四射的华师大校园英语世界。

内容
每期有 11 个固定栏目，范围涵盖校园、社会、文化、艺术、文学、潮流等各个方面：
Profile（人物）：展现师大师生和校友的风采
ECNU Life（校园生活）：记录校园生活点点滴滴
Spotlight（校园热点）：聚焦师大热点新闻
On the Road（人生驿站）：面向师大学生征稿，倾听他们的心路历程
Literature（美文荟萃）：介绍优美的英文诗歌、散文和小说
Movie（电影）：推荐和评论当前最流行的电影
Culture（文化）：探讨文化的冲突、交流与融合
Study Abroad（他山之石）：分享师大人的海外学习经历
Column（专栏）：邀请师生撰写专栏，发表独到见解
English Workshop（英语加油站）：传授英语学习的最新资讯、策略和方法
Love in ECNU ( 爱在华师 )： 师大校友的真情故事

特色
刊物的采、编、写、发行等环节均由学生负责，独立完成。

目标
打造华东师范大学校园文化的新标杆。

投稿
来稿要求：1. 内容体现大学校园生活特色 2. 行文有深度有创新有感悟有情感皆可 3. 英语语法无错误，
英文地道者优先 4. 文体形式不限，字数为 400 字以上（诗歌字数不限）。
欢迎同学踊跃投稿。优秀佳作刊登于 ECNU CIRCLE 刊物上，并有相应稿费酬劳。本刊一般不退稿，
未见回复者即可视为未获采用。投稿请注明投稿字样，写上年级、院系、姓名、联系方式。
投稿信箱：ecnuontheroad@126.com。

The Miracle of Beautiful Ideas

People these days sometimes use business jargon to talk about universities, and they describe students
as “customers” or “consumers.” That is a mistake. You are not consumers of education. You are makers
of your education. What you get out of this place depends on what you put into it. You will have the
opportunity to read extraordinary books, to meet and get to know spectacular professors, to receive
demanding criticism that makes you dissatisfied with what you have done and pushes you to new levels
of creativity and rigor. Nobody will force you to take advantage of these opportunities or rise to these
challenges. Whether you accept the invitation to read books, or go to office hours, or seek out and listen to
tough criticism is up to you.
You are makers, not consumers, of your education. You have moreover chosen to make your education
not at a technical institution oriented around practical skills, but at a liberal arts university dedicated to this
remarkable, astonishing practice of truth-seeking. You should ask yourself now, if you have not done so
already, why that form of education makes sense.
Most of you will, I suspect, ask that question at some point while you are here. You will complain to
someone—a relative, a college dean, maybe even to me—that Princeton should teach more practical things,
by which you will mean more things that can be put to use immediately to increase your chances of getting
a particular job or succeeding at a particular task. You will wonder why our courses so often focus on big,
theoretical ideas, rather than the brass tacks of whatever vocation you hope to pursue.
I believe that the best answer to that question rests at least in part on what I call the “miracle of beautiful
ideas.” I promised you I would not give a sermon. But now here I am, talking about miracles. What do I
mean by the “miracle of beautiful ideas?”
I mean that by some feature of our humanity or our cosmos, it turns out that one of the most genuinely
practical things that you can do is to study the most beautiful, profound, ambitious, and challenging questions
that you can find. My favorite illustration of the “miracle of beautiful ideas” involves a Princeton graduate
student, Alan Turing, who earned his doctorate in mathematics from this University in 1938.
Turing was interested in one of the most abstract questions imaginable. It was a theoretical question
about theoretical questions: he wanted to know which mathematical questions are in principle answerable.
There is a movie about Turing, called The Imitation Game, because the mathematical ideas that he
studied at Cambridge University in England and at Princeton enabled him to crack Nazi codes and save
millions of lives. They also laid the foundation for the digital revolution. Many of the things that all of
you consider enormously “practical” today exist by virtue of Alan Turing’s commitment to study beautiful,
impractical things nearly a century ago. In Alan Turing’s case, the apparently impractical questions that he
studied turned out in short order to be decisively practical in the most urgent way imaginable—as a means to
save human lives during a global military conflict.
Princeton graduates also find that the “miracle of beautiful ideas” works in a second way: exploring
humanity’s deepest ideas while you are on campus prepares you to learn throughout your lives about other
difficult things, both profound and ordinary. That capacity for life-long learning is intensely practical for
many reasons, and not least because many of the questions and circumstances that will confront the world
when you are in your prime—when society will depend on you to lead—are impossible to anticipate today.
I said earlier that your investment in your education must include not only your time, effort, and talent,
but also your character. How you learn is just as important as what you learn. To make your own education
in a truth-seeking community like this one, you must embrace and exemplify certain demanding values.
(adapted from Commencement Speech of Princeton University, Sept. 2018)
1 美编 / 彭佳）
（审稿 / 汪燕
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“Dear, please let me
open a door for you.”
—Professor He Huizhong’s
Career in Interventions with
Autistic Children
文／

陈萧伊 钱广桦 邢伟林

美编 / 高焱

As a pioneer in the field of special
education studies, Prof. He Huizhong
currently works in the Department of
Special Education of East China Normal
University where she became the first to
study eye movements in testing the reading
abilities of deaf individuals and the first
to bring Pivotal Response Treatment for
children with autism into the awareness
of the local environment in China. Her
field of expertise is the study of language
and cognitive development of people
with hearing loss and people with autism1
spectrum disorder. Since she is one of the
earliest autism researchers in China, Prof.
He’s research work has attracted increasing
attention among the upcoming scientists
in the field. We asked her to talk about
her research experience and achievements
in order to open the door that leads to
a greater understanding about special
education to all of the readers out there.

4

ECNU Circle: We know that both your master’s degree and
doctor’s degree are in the area of psychology. Please tell us why you
ultimately chose special education as your career path?
Prof. He: Most researchers are aware that the purpose of special
education is to design educational interventions according to the law
of physical and mental development of all kinds of people with special
needs. This is to prevent, eliminate, and overcome physical and mental
barriers.
We then enable them to participate in school functions, encourage
social life and foster their own achievements. Therefore, the research I
obtained in developmental and educational psychology of my master’s
program and in the basic psychology of my doctoral program (cognition
of special people) has sought to lay a solid theoretical and scientific
foundation in special education.
It’s noteworthy that special education is an interdisciplinary2
subject. The Department of Special Education (DSE) of ECNU was
established on the basis of the branch of special education of the
Department of Psychology. By combining the advantages of special
education and psychology, we can give full play to the function of
interdisciplinary research and thereby cater to the needs of individuals
with special needs more adequately.
That’s why it makes sense I decied to devote my whole life and
career to special education. It is said that there are currently 85 million
disabled people in China whose vulnerabilties3 in society have an impact
on their right to pursue a normal existence among others in society.
Choosing special education as a lifelong career in an era of lifelong
learning is to make people with special needs fully benefit from the
education received and improve their quality of life based on their
physical and mental development. This is where I can do my own
modest efforts to help with the process to getting them on track.
E: Could you please briefly introduce your previous research
findings on deaf children during the period of your Ph. D.?
H: My two research areas are cognitive and social development
of children with special needs and inclusive education. I focus on deaf
and autistic individuals. I’m proud to share that my doctoral dissertation
“Cognitive Comparison of Discourse Comprehension Process Between
Deaf and Hearing Students” was accepted by the Shanghai humanities
and social sciences doctoral library and it was awarded the “8th
Shanghai Outstanding Achievement Award” in social sciences.
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As for reading abilities, most of my research explored the root causes of their reading difficulties from the
perspective of cognitive psychology and through the use of eye movement tracking technology testing for the
recognition of words, sentences and discourses. Afterwards we found that the root cause of reading difficulties
for deaf people lies not in word recognition or sentence comprehension, but in the establishing of connections
between sentences in discourse comprehension and the overall coherence of establishing connections between
paragraphs.
For example, we found that the fundamental cause of dyslexia4 was the impairment5 of reasoning abilities
and working memory. Later on, in the period of 2009-2010, I got the opportunity to visit Professor Keith
Rayner’s Eye-movement Tracking Laboratory in the Department of Psychology at the University of California,
San Diego (UCSD).
It goes without saying that Prof. Rayner is a key leader in international eye movement research; students
and visitors from around the world frequently go to his lab. That is where I learned how to use various
research patterns of eye movement tracking technology in order to discuss the real-time processing of reading
and the model of eye movement reading.

物

This method however only allows us to know that these individuals have a low level of reading
comprehension. But as for the problems in the process of reading comprehension, we are limited by such
research methods that cannot reveal the root cause of their reading difficulties from the perspective of dynamic
information processing.
Secondly, this is a scientific and technological innovation of great significance. In the course of my
master’s degree, I remember the words that Prof. Zhou Aibao told me: “Only scientific research methods can
ensure scientific research results, and each innovation of science and technology can promote the progress
of science.” In addition, my doctoral supervisor Prof. Fang Junming encouraged me to use new research
techniques to further explore the root causes of reading difficulties of people with hearing loss.
Eye-movement tracking technology has subsequently been used repeatedly to record the real-time
eye-movement records of the dynamic information processing in the process of their reading of Chinese
characters. And a series of valuable discoveries have been achieved. My advisers were prophetic in saying
that the development of science and technology has proven to go hand in hand with the further understanding
and advancement of certain contributions to revealing the root cause of deaf people’s reading barriers and

improvements on them.
E: Please elaborate on the importance of using eye movement to study deaf people’s reading abilities.
H: It’s true I have applied eye-movement tracking technology to research on the reading processing of
deaf individuals in China. I can tell you its significance lies in the following aspects. Firstly, now that we
have more diversified methods to study the reading abilities of people with hearing loss, we can obtain more
valuable results from previous studies conducted through the results of reading comprehension, for example,
by asking them to read a passage and then answer some questions about it.

6

E: In recent years, your research interest has clearly shifted to the theoretical studies and
interventional practice on autism. Can you tell us the purpose for this change in research direction?
H: In fact, I began to put more focus on autism studies after getting my Ph. D. degree in 2003. When
I first worked in the DSE at ECNU, the department arranged a new course for me called ‘Development and
Education of Autistic Children’. I consequently became the first person in China to teach autism courses since.
At that time, there was little concern about studies on autism; Chinese materials were virtually non-existent,
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.E: You are a pioneer in China as the one
to introduce Pivotal Response Treatment (PRT)
from the U.S. Now, can you tell us more about the
core of PRT and its significance in improving the
lasting effects of autism intervention?

not to mention textbooks, so I mainly prepared for my lessons by collecting foreign materials
on the subject.
By 2010, I had started to study practical interventions of people with autism and thus began
to explore the effectiveness and influencing factors of its educational intervention. Materials
on the studies from the U.S. opened a new window for me about autism education, although
I had already had six years of experience in teaching and researching autism before going
abroad. This experience taught me pragmatic facts about my field work: a lack of foundational
psychological knowledge, guidance from experts and clinical instructors in the field makes it
extremely difficult to implement autism treatment scientifically and effectively without them.
During the 2009-2010 visit to Prof. Rayner’s lab at UCSD that I mentioned earlier, I
also worked in Laura Schreibman’s laboratory, an expert in early autism intervention. One
important thing to share about this kind of intervention is that it is required to obtain the
qualified certification for the use of relevant technologies in the field, such as Pivotal6 Response
Treatment (PRT). Luckily, due to my work experiences along with their theoretical guide and
supervision in the lab at UCSD, I successfully got the certification for this technology.
It also set me up for an enriching understanding of the future prospects. When I witnessed
the children’s surprising changes due to my consistent work with them, I was then able to
realize the essence of our goal when Laura Schreibman told me that she was “absolutely
hopeful” in finding a cure for autism. I learned more about autism than I ever could have
imagined at UCSD.

8

H: Pivotal Response Treatment (PRT) is a
natural behavioral intervention technique that was
first publicized by the couple Robert and Lynn
Koegel alongside Laura Schreibman in the 1980s.
Based on games that can target the key areas of
aiming at core obstacles of autistic children, it
undoubtedly has produced the highest rate on the
impact of intervention effect so that children can
return to the normal development track more easily.
It has also been sufficiently backed up by
scientific research and evidence. This technology
n o t o n l y f o c u s e s o n c h i l d r e n ’s l e a r n i n g
motivation but also gives parents/teachers an
important role in the process by gauging suitable
behavioral responses according to children’s
behavior. PRT places most of its emphasis on
interventions facing natural situations, especially
the authenticity7 and naturalness of the teaching
scenarios in which it opposes the simulation of
teaching scenarios.
After all, the purpose of autism intervention is
to improve upon the social skills of children to cope
with interpersonal interactions while improving their
life quality, so that they can eventually socialize with
others in society. PRT also equips autistic children
with various skills such as communication, game,
self-initiation, academic skills, etc. The effectiveness
of PRT in teaching these aspects to children with
autism has been demonstrated at the behavioral and
neuroscience levels, yet it still has major room for
improvement in other scientific fields.
E: How do you assess the current level of
autism research and treatment in China? And
how about the service Chinese society provides for
autistic patients?

物

H: The good news is that more and more
people are becoming aware of autism in China,
even though, at the institutional level, knowledge
and awareness on the subject are spread out
disproportionately. Many colleges and universities
still are growing in regards to the field, offering
courses about autism, publishing papers and writings
on emerging topics, and an integrated organization
that covers autism research and interventions in
universities, special studies schools, the Disabled
Persons’ Federation, and relevant government
departments has taken shape in China as well. But
when it comes to the service here, the priorities are
not addressed properly.
The most immediate problem is that they
de-emphasize people’s curiosity, which results
in autistic children performing everywhere. The
second is accommodation tendency whereby they
unconditionally meet children’s requirements instead
of imparting skills. The third problem is that people
tend to wholeheartedly believe in the possibility
of miracle treatments as opposed to reserch and
development at the expert level. Some institutions
even use the media to overstate that certain drugs
can cure autism. Autism, however, is a lifelong
disorder and currently has no cure.
E: Which case impressed you the most in your
experience of working with deaf children?
H: Among the deaf children I came into contact
with there was one girl whom I was so impressed
by—the youngest one I ever saw—only half-a-yearold, with beautiful eyes and a clever mind. The child
did not pass the newborn hearing screening at birth,
and the hearing loss in both ears reached above 90
decibels; she was not suitable for cochlear implants8.
Moreover, it was so painful for me to see that the
mother had been tearful all day long.
The questions she asked were mainly focused
on: (1) They don’t know how to communicate
with their child in the future, and which language
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to use for communication; and (2) They
do not want their child to go to a school
for deaf children, but to go to a normal
school for education in order for her to
receive a higher education in the future.
Nevertheless, it’s very difficult for a child
whose hearing is so severely impaired to
achieve those goals.
Many young parents even don’t know
how to raise such a child, and, in addition
to the child’s support, they also need lots
of encouragement to be positive for their
situation. Based on my expertise, I gave
them the following suggestions. (1) Early
intervention and oral language training
should be taken as soon as possible
to ensure that the child will be able to
speak. It lays a good foundation for her
future social communication and reading
abilities; (2) The child should start early
reading as soon as possible, from reading
picture books to texts with fewer pictures
to improve her reading ability, so that the
reading and learning problem caused by
the hearing impairment will be reduced.
(3) In the primary school stage, the child
must develop an excellent sports specialty
and be able to win glory for her class. This
will help the child to build up a friendship
with other students during the compulsory
education period; (4) Parents should pay
great attention to the establishment of
friendship between the classmates in the
kindergarten stage. And it is good for her
to maintain 2-to-3 friends, and it’s better
to keep them in touch during holidays; (5)
In the primary school stage, if the child
and her friends in the kindergarten could
continue to study in the same class, it will
be very beneficial to her class integration
and learning development; and (6) Let the
child realize that she is a deaf child in the

10

first grade of her elementary school.
In the end, she has to spend more time than others in
learning Chinese Pinyin, stick to healthy study habits and
accept the fact that her deafness made her different from others.
Her devoted mother kept my advice in mind and put it into
action: the girl eventually gained the ability to speak. In her
classes, she often won the first place in Chinese courses and
she also proved to be good at basketball and integrated well
into the classes of the ordinary school. She also successfully
entered into a key junior high school.
E: In total you have already translated four foreign
works in the field, successfully applied for the program
‘A Longitudinal Study of an Objective Index of Children
with High-risk Autism Spectrum Disorders’ to Shanghai
Education Commission and serve as the director of the
Autism Research Center of ECNU. What else can you share
with us about your success so far?
H: I have translated and published The Science and
Fiction of Autism, Autism Spectrum Disorders: Foundations,
Characteristics, and Effective Strategies, and Pivotal
Response Treatments for Autism—Communication, Social,
and Academic Development. The fourth translated work,
Teaching Adolescents with Autism—Practical Strategies for
the Inclusive Classroom, is also going to be published soon. I
always think of Lu Xun’s quote: “Both creation and translation
should be emphasized”.

Although he spoke of literary works, the same concept applies
to academics. Through translation, more autism researchers, firstline special education schools, parents of autistic children, and
other members of society can learn about advanced foreign theories
and methods, which are useful for research and intervention
practice.
Meanwhile, the program mentioned earlier is the biggest
project I have ever received up to now, and I’m feeling great
pressure and responsibility to produce some worthwhile results.
This subject mainly addresses the delay in the diagnosis of
autism spectrum disorders. Our job then is to conduct innovative
longitudinal research9 on children with high-risk autism spectrum
disorders in China, and then explore key changes in the stages of
its early development of children with autism spectrum disorders
from the perspective of special education.
The Autism Research Center of ECNU is an institutional-level
scientific research platform by which its function is to integrate the
power of autism research from inside and outside the school and
achieve a combination of research and intervention practice. This
entails the launch of a number of important achievements. In the
coming period, the center will adhere to the project orientation and
strive to grasp the combination of research and practice, medicine
and psychology, and the efforts in China and foreign countries. We
will work to promote the scientific and standardized social services
for autistic people.

物

1. autism: n. 自闭症
2. interdisciplinary: adj. 跨学科的
3. vulnerable: adj. 易受伤害的
4. dyslexia: n. 难语证；阅读障碍
5. impairment: n. 损伤，损害
6. pivotal: adj. 关键的；中枢的
7. authenticity: n. 真实性
8. cochlear implants: 人工耳蜗
9. longitudinal research: 纵向研究

E: You also did some research on volunteering. What is the
importance of this phenomenon?
H: Volunteerism has been flourishing throughout many cities,
especially in Shanghai and after the 2007 Special Olympics,
2010 World Expo, and last year’s International Import Expo.
It’s very exciting to see more college students and young people
joining into the volunteer groups. On my research in this field,
I pay closer attention to the characteristics of volunteer groups
and the continuity of volunteering itself—a weakness of current
volunteering programs. For instance, after the big events are held,
there is still a lot of room for brainstorming on many issues, like
what’s next for the volunteering project, how to maintain a stable
amount of volunteers, and how volunteering enters into schools
and communities.
（审稿／郭忠义）
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Opportunities Are
Only for the Prepared
文／曾傲唯 孙辰阳 尹智化
美编／孙雪艳

Whether it’s in academic studies, internships or entrepreneurship, ECNU’s Chai Yilin has impressed
many ECNUers by displaying amazing progress in work and study. Her attitude is also an important factor
that brings out such success in those areas. The ECNU Circle team set out to discover how Yilin could excel
in both her academic performance and extracurricular work. Chai Yilin is a senior-level student in the School
of Economics and Management(SEM) at ECNU where she has proved to be nothing short of excellent in this
field. Performing well in specialized courses, she was able to stand out among the other students, and managed
to be admitted into the competitive program of the Department of Accounting. In addition to a good standing
reputation, her academic performance enabled her to win scholarships for three consecutive years. Here is
what we gathered about Yilin’s standards to excel in and out of the classroom.

12

“Fortune Favors the Earnest, Surefooted1 and Studious2 People”
First of all, high efficiency in class must be a top priority. And so she firmly believes that classroom
learning should be obtained with high efficiency so that is far superior to the compensation for time after
class. For instance, when pushing herself to concentrate on each of the lectures, she allows the knowledge
formed by the professors to facilitate a network of knowledge accumulation, which lays a solid foundation
for the process of revision of what has been learned to take place throughout the rest of her studies.
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Secondly, a good grasp of review methods,
with efficiency in going over the class materials and
content, is a necessity when preparing for final exams.
During the final revision process, she can refer to each
of the lessons given by the professors, listening to it
as many times as she wants on her recording device;
it would thus be quite easy for her to get hold of3 the
content structure and map it out in her brain. Then,
she just needs to list all the key points and add details
to the her already-established network of knowledge
accumulation.

The proud ENCUer joked with us about her
experiences. “Many things grow in the garden
that were never sown there,” she said. “I hope to
equip myself with multi-dimensional professional
backgrounds”. In terms of further development, Yilin
has made a rough sketch of it by providing us with
her trials and errors. On the other hand, she expects
that her solid background in quantitative methods
will provide a solid foundation for future academic
research. Demonstrating a financial expertise would
result in breakthroughs of new ground in a variety of
research fields.

Last but not least, communication with
professors outside of the classroom shouldn’t be
taken lightly. That’s why Yilin holds onto the belief
that engaging in frequent and open dialogues with
professors is essential. Because it not only allows
students to foster great passion for their course
work but brings out intrinsic motivation for their
independent study. More importantly, as a result of
teacher-student communication, they will learn to
see things from a different perspective all the while
gaining a more profound insight into what has been
learned in the classroom. It is worth mentioning that
her ideas on entrepreneurship were generated from a
discussion with her Western Economics’ professor.
The results accumulated from her academic
performance along with experiences in competitions
and interviews made it possible for Yilin to come
to the fore4 of the internationally acclaimed Peking
University. It’s no wonder that postgraduate
recommendations to the number one university in
Beijing were easy to come by for Yilin. In fact, she
had previously planned to go abroad to further her
study, thus postgraduate recommendations to Peking
University seemed to be an unexpected surprise
of joy. As the saying goes, success doesn’t happen
accidentally, just like what we have demonstrated in
this article that long-term knowledge accumulation
helped her to jump at the first chance5 .
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Yilin was honored as one of the Top Ten SEM
Figures of 2018. In referring to what we have learned
so far, it could be accountable to her down-to-earth
attitude and presence of mind6 in confronting various
challenges. It’s by no means an easy endeavour to

物

come up with ground-breaking ideas when there are
evenly-matched entrepreneurial teams and projects
to go up against. Constantly polishing a business
plan, standing up to7 the challenges of successive
competitions, and then finally putting the theory into
practice is what it takes to get to the top.
No doubt it is all quite time-consuming and
nerve-racking8 whereby the team must go through
a lengthy process until the project is eventually
implemented. The awards normally go to those who
laugh last, maintain strong perseverance and move
forward with a positive mindset. Yilin said that these
are essential traits to be shared by all entrepreneurial
teams for them to succeed and make their way
through difficulties9. In her favor, she got through
most of the interviews smoothly by displaying virtues
of persistence and tranquility.

Like most honorable students, Yilin pursued
diversification in her academic studies. She finished
her undergraduate studies in Accounting and majored
in Education for her postgraduate studies. When
asked to clarify for the reasoning behind such a bold
move in changing majors, she told us that the choice
was a result of combining personal interest with
effective opportunism: she satisfied her appetite for
education by immersing herself in books while taking
part in activities and volunteer work in her spare time
related to education. And it was these experiences
that motived her to take up the chance to enroll at the
Institute of Education of Peking University.
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“Concentration and Circumspection10 Are Essential in Student Work”

Outstanding achievements in academic
studies, and rich experiences in student work
are favorable in higher education. Yilin holds
several positions simultaneously—the League
Branch Secretary11 of Accounting Department,
the Deputy Director of Employment and
Entrepreneurship Office of SEM, and the
director of the Public Relations Department of
the Guitar Association. She attributes it to the
two C’s: concentration and circumspection.
Concentration means to display a high level of
enthusiasm for the work, while circumspection
comes down to all of the details being put in
place in advance. Only by grasping the two C’s
can everything be done perfectly.
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Meanwhile, the rational use of resources and the
reasonable allocation of time are also important factors.
Yilin mentions that the wisdom and team-building
measures are effective ways to alleviate pressures,
whether it’s to help out other associates or seek advice
from instructors. On time allocation, full concentration
and attention during classes is all it takes in order to
effectively get around to12 fulfilling the obligations of
student work. Among the several roles that she has had
in her student work, the Deputy Director of Employment
and Entrepreneurship Office of SEM is undoubtedly
one of the most special ones. She even founded an
employment workshop.
Initiated in 2017, two or three job interviews
have been held at a fixed time each week. Well-known
experts, senior managers and employment guidance
teachers of ECNU were invited as guests, so that the
students could have a taste of corporations’ demands and
counsel with professional teachers in one-on-one or oneon-many settings. Since its inception13, the workshop
has been well received by the students. The number of
people participating ranges from 10 to 20 in order to
ensure that everyone can get one-on-one guidance. The
counseling sessions also focus on internships and other
opportunities for students to be more active.
Furthermore, from becoming a member of the Class
Committee to working in the Publicity Commissary14
and League Branch Secretary, this three and a half years’
work experience is most unforgettable. Yilin and others
in the committee worked hard to construct a culture
and an image for the class, which took a lot of efforts in
publicity and promotion. One of the aims was to make
students feel relaxed while working, in which Yilin
organized a lot of activities to make them feel at home.
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“Collision and Cooperation”
As the director of the “Squirrel Hug Project”,
Chai Yilin won the gold award of the “2018 China
College Students’ Entrepreneurship Competition”.
This kickstarted her achievements in innovation and
entrepreneurship. Squirrel Hug Carton Recycling
Limited is an environmental-friendly enterprise based
on environmental protection and the use of innovative
and green technologies to promote the recycling of
paper. There’s an interesting story about the name
"Squirrel Hug”, an idea that originated from the four
members of her dormitory. At that time, they wanted
to use the image of a cute animal for their company’s
brand, hence they chose a squirrel.
In the same way that their company retrieves
small boxes or other packaging materials for
environmental protection, a “Squirrel Hug” manifests
the squirrel’s collecting of pinecones in nature.
Although the project won the gold award, there were
a bunch of setbacks in this competition. For example,
the team had already experienced problems such as the

insufficiency of their professional complementarity15
and work enthusiasm at the onset. With gradual
adjustments accompanied with the growth of the team
spirit, they explored a path which seemed completely
impossible thanks to the other two C’s: collisions and
cooperation.
No matter the degree of difficulty, the team
managed to pull through in the end owing to their
persistence through the struggles. The whole team
indeed gained a lot from the competition. For Yilin,
the highest individual gain was the improvement
of her psychological health. Since she served as the
main person-in-charge, she then had to be adept in
modifying the business plan, coordinating road shows,
and interacting with team members, classmates,
professors, experts and the audience. Consequently,
her communication skills and psychological qualities
benefited greatly from the experience.

物

It will also have a great impact
on her internship and work in the
future. For instance, she has worked
as an intern at KPMG and McKinsey,
which is extremely difficult for students
majoring in business. Summing up
the ways to stand out from the crowd,
Yilin discussed six steps for successful
internship applications. The first step
is to attend professional lectures and
enterprise preachings16 during freshman
and sophomore years as a way to get
acquainted with all kinds of work
opportunities in one’s industry of
interest. Next, after understanding the relevant industry, one can
try to specify one’s position on the strength of his own capabilities,
characteristics and interests. The third step is to collect information
as much as possible, such as communicating with seniors, talking
to professors, and browsing BBS (a forum for graduating students
to find job). Making an earnest attempt to succeed is the fourth
step. Students can post their resumes online to get some internship
opportunities. Some referrals and a portfolio should be considered.
The fifth step is the focus of the internship. From Yilin’s perspective,
the work of the internship itself may not be very complicated, but
the key point is to be responsible for one’s duty. The last step is to
make honest efforts at networking with others. Making new friends,
getting more job opportunities, and expanding the possibilities to do
other internships are also things to keep in mind during internships.

1. surefooted: adj. 脚踏实地的

10. circumspection: n. 细心

2. studious: adj. 用功的

11. League Branch Secretary: 团支书

3. get hold of: 掌握

12. get round to do: 抽空做某事

4. come to the fore: 脱颖而出

13. inception: n. 成立 , 创建

5. jump at the chance: 抓住机会

14. Publicity Commissary: 宣传委员

6. presence of mind: 镇定 , 沉着

15. complementarity: n. 互补性

7. stand up to: 勇敢地面对，抵抗

16. preaching: n. 宣讲

8. nerve-racking: adj. 伤脑筋的
9. hacked one’s way through difficulties: 比喻
在前进道路上克服困难

（审稿／郭忠义）
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The Consultative Council
with Bridge Building Efforts
文／杨鸿玺 李鑫璩

美编／叶思齐

The Consultative Council 1 of East China Normal University is a student
organization affiliated to the Student Union. Since its founding in 2003, it has served
as a bridge connecting students with the various functional departments, and has
made significant contributions to the betterment of our university. ECNU Circle
journalists interviewed the Chairman Zhou Yihang and Vice Directors Ye Ziqian of the
Consultative Council to know more about this popular student organization.
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About the Council
Zhou Yihang: The Consultative Council was
founded in June, 2003 during the time when the first
batch of students moved from Zhongbei Campus to
the newly constructed Minhang Campus. Initially, a
group of students volunteered to form this organization
as a platform for negotiations between students and
school authorities on various issues concerning the
relocation. The founding of the Consultative Council
became well-known among Chinese universities
at that time because it was the first exploratory
practice of the student democratic management.
After problems about the relocation receded with the
passage of time, the Council remained in function and
became a sub-department of the Student Union.
In Minhang campus, the Consultative Council
consists of the Press Group, the Equity Group and
the Student Working Group. The Press Group is
responsible for the online official account as well as
advertising and activities. The Equity Group solves
problems students come across in daily life by
communicating and negotiating with various offices
and functional departments. Student Working Group
carries out surveys among the students, including
designing questionnaires, doing interviews, making
data analysis and so on. The Consultative Council
also documents files, supervises events organized
by the Student Union, and gives advice during the
progress of events. In Zhongbei Campus, there
are Communications Group and the Press Group,
which perform similar functions.
The Council contacts various functional
departments, such as the Logistics Department,
School Infirmary, the Office of Academic Affairs
and the Security Office to address the students’
needs, and help students solve problems they
meet in daily life, including campus security, the
infrastructure construction, etc.
Ye Ziqian: Contrary to what the name of our
organization implies, the members of Consultative
Council are not just a bunch of young cynics 2
serving as the mouthpiece3 of the university. We are

committed to building a proper campus environment
by promoting communication and understanding
between students and functional departments.

As one of the vice directors of the Consultative
Council, I am now in charge of the Press Group.
At present, the Press Group is mainly responsible
for the operation of an official account on WeChat
named “ECNU The Consultative Council”. We
write articles for the promotion on Wechat account,
and try to perfect functions of the account because
it is a window for ECNUers to know about us and
our goals.

What the Council Brings to Campus
Z: I want to start with the students’ issues on
the inconvenience of Campus ID cards. At first there
were only a few designated spots in the campus, so
many students complained about the inconvenience
of the recharge and hoped they could do it via
Wechat. With regard to the students’ opinions, the
Consultative Council made a proposal in 2017 and
soon the Information Office set out to solve the
problem. Since then, all ECNUers can recharge
campus cards via Wechat anytime and anywhere.
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In 2018, we launched an online lost-and-found
program in cooperation with students from the
College of Software Engineering. It took us a year
to design and develop the right software for the job,
and we were lucky to get help from the Information
Office along the way. Prior to this, students who
lost things could only check out the lost-and-found
cabinet, search by themselves, or ask friends for
help; finding the owner of lost items was also a big
problem. Now our app has made it much easier to
make the match.

We got in touch with Cainiao Delivery Station
in Minhang Campus and addressed the students’
concerns about the delay of package in Wujing
Town by Baishihuitong, and the package pickup by
Jingdong. A month before the “Double Eleven” of
2018, we talked with the Logistics Department in
Minhang campus on how to ensure fast and efficient
delivery during the shopping spree. The Cainiao
Station of both campuses decided to extend the
pickup time by starting earlier in the morning and
extending the closing time from 8:30 p.m. to 10:00
p.m.. They optimized the layout of the reception
cabinet and guaranteed the collection of package 24
hours a day. They also sent repeated text messages
to students to remind them of prompt pickup. Such
efforts ensured the smooth operation of Cainiao
Delivery Station, and greatly reduced delay or
mistakes in delivery.
We also followed up hot issues on campus,
such as CLUB sports courses organized by the
Physics and Health Department. In May 2018, based
on survey results among students taking the course,
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the Consultative Council made a proposal on
students’ common concerns including the effective
punch time and range of sports areas. It was
decided that the punch time was adjusted to 5:00a.
m.—10:00p.m.. Registration posts in distant or outof-the-way areas were cancelled to ensure the safety
of students, and there was an upgrade of software
to ensure prompt registration. The requirement
of the course was divided into several levels and
students could decide on the most suitable level for
themselves. Overall, such measures increased the
students’ satisfaction with CLUB sports.
Y: The Consultative Council held about twenty
major sessions on campus life during 2017 and
2018, covering issues related to dormitory, canteen,
educational administration, delivery service, shuttle
buses, and safety.

transportation to and from downtown, which has
become especially popular among students for
its convenience in traveling. Students can contact
the company through the QR code available on
our official account, and purchase nonstop bus
tickets to the railway station, airport and other
popular destinations. Or if they have enough fellow
passengers, they can charter a bus, which is cheaper
than taxi and more convenient than subway.
The Proposal to Amend Daily Consumption
Limit of Campus Card allowed for an increase of
daily consumption limit from 25 yuan to 40 yuan
without pin numbers, which creates a better balance
between security and efficiency. Together with the
School Security Department and student assistants
to the Principal, we discussed delivery speeds of
take-out food, so that the Security Department
implemented the licensing system for restaurants to
supervise their delivery services. The location and
speed of the deliverymen can be tracked by a chip
installed in the license reports every ten seconds,
and the Security Department can issue electronic
tickets if there are any violations such as speeding.

What the Council Brings to Me

We promoted the reduction of shuttle bus
prices and the increase of bus frequency set out
from all three locations, namely Minhang, Zhongbei
and Shanghai South Railway Station. For example,
the ticket price between the two campuses is
reduced from 7 to 5 yuan single trip, and new buses
are added to the schedule, such as the 3:00 p.m. bus
from Minhang to Zhongbei, and the 6:00p.m. bus
from Zhongbei to Minhang on weekdays.
After the Spring Festival, through the
cooperation with E-DRIVE, the Consultative
Council helped students with a new means of

Z: I can say that the Council gives me a more
balanced attitude towards work and life. I used
to be quite cynical probably because I major in
journalism. For instance, I used to think the school
authorities did not work hard enough for student
affairs. However, now I realize that the university is
a large organization, therefore many factors have to
be taken into consideration before changes can be
carried out and implemented successfully.
Y: Well, in addition to improving my computer
skills after working in the Consultative Council, I
am also doing better in writing, photography, and
communications with others. I have become more
patient and meticulous to details, with a stronger
sense of responsibility. Overall, I’ve found a
better version of myself through the work in the
Consultative Council.

Prospects for the Future
Z: In providing more efficient communications
between students and the functional departments,
we constantly strive to solve the difficulties that
students meet in their daily lives. We also help
them acquire necessary information to better cope
with problems by themselves. Although we are
doing small things at present, we expect they will
accumulate into big changes over the course of
time. I’ve been working here for about four years
now and I know that our work has had a big impact
on student affairs at ECNU.
Y: I hope students can be notified of our
official account and participate in either the online
or offline interactions. All ECNUers are welcome to
leave messages for us on your concerns pertaining
to student affairs. I believe that through our joint
efforts, ECNU would become a better place for
everyone. After nearly sixteen years of hard
work, the Consultative Council has established its
reputation among more and more ECNUers, and our
official website currently has over 6500 followers.
We are proud of what we have done so far, and
we’ll continue to push forward for ECNUers.

1. Consultative Council: 学生参议会
2. young cynic: 愤青
3. mouthpiece: n. 传声筒

（审稿／汪燕）
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A Brief Journey into the ECNU Museums
文／孙辰阳 叶琳

美编／叶思齐

The Museum of Ancient Arts & the Museum of Ancient Coins
ECNU Circle: In your opinion, what are the features of the ECNU Museum compared with other
university museums?
Ms. Lin (Museum Volunteer): One striking feature of our museum is the variety of its exhibits. In
terms of coin exhibits, the most representative coins of each historic stage are on display here among which
some are extremely rare and thus valuable to historians since the evolution of Chinese social systems and
the development of Chinese history are manifested in the evolution of its ancient coins. In terms of historical
relics, the museum contains a wide range of exhibits ranging from weapons, sacrificial vessels, sculptures to
daily accessories. Being a living reflection of the social life in ancient China, our exhibits give supreme value
to academic research.
E: What are the most unique exhibits of the Museum of Ancient Coins?
Lin: First off, we have the earliest known currency in China, the cowries4 from ancient times. And then
there are another two special exhibits: Qixiang Tongbao (Currency in Qing Dynasty) and Daming Tongxing
Baochao (Paper Currency in Ming Dynasty). The former is a copper coin with the shortest life of circulation5
and the latter is the largest banknote in terms of its size. Lastly, we have a complete collection of oracle bones6
thanks to the donation from Mr. Xie Boshu, an avid collector, to go along with the eaves tile of Han Dynasty
honoring the founding emperor of Han Dynasty, Liu Bang.

Since its founding in 1952, the ECNU Museum today boasts five separate and standout museums:
the Museum of Ancient Arts, the Museum of Ancient Coins, the Museum of ECNU History, the Museum
of Biology and the Museum of Shanghai Folklore. The highlights of the ECNU Museum are in the
variation and dynamics of each exhibit that display its own unique attributes and style. Ancient coins
circulated through different periods of time reflect the evolution of China’s ancient monetary system;
a magnificent collection of jade wares, bronze wares and ceramics1 serve as the epitome2 of the social
features in different historical periods of Chinese history; a rich collection of both plant and animal
specimen3, among which giant pandas, Chinese alligators and crested ibis, are of the most popular
exhibits and attract many visitors. ECNU Circle did an exclusive interview with the museum volunteers
and staff who let us in on the enchanting secrets behind the story of the ECNU Museum.
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E: Who do you think are the majority of visitors to these two museums?
Lin: Since the Museum of Ancient Arts and the Museum of Ancient Coins are highly professional and
serve as the venue for school field-trips, they are frequently visited by history majors and postgraduates.
The history professors often organize their students to conduct fieldwork and do research here. Besides,
the museum recruits volunteers from the undergraduates majoring in history every year. Moreover, it also
functions as an education center for elementary school students and is regularly visited by students from the
Elementary School Affiliated to ECNU.
E: Do you think ECNUers take good advantage of the learning resources in these museums?
Lin: Honestly, except for those students who major in history, many of the ECNU students are completely
unaware of the museum’s existence. Students seem to have little interest in the knowledge of other majors
outside of their own, ignoring the pragmatic lessons to be gained from other majors on the overall learning
process. On the other hand, they may have never heard about the learning resources in the museum. But the
truth is that the museum is staffed with professional and enthusiastic volunteers who will offer the visitors a
thorough and detailed explanation on each cultural exhibit.
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E: Could you further illustrate on some of the achievements the museum has achieved in recent years?
Lin: ECNU museum joined the Yangtze River Delta Museum Education Alliance last May. As one of the
first university museums to join this organization, we shoulder the mission of promoting the Chinese cultural
heritage and innovation. The Museum published a book titled Chinese Ancient Coins last year, which includes
lots of exquisite pictures and detailed introductions about all the coin exhibits in our museum.
E: What role do you think the museum should play in building up the ECNU campus culture?
Lin: Those two museums are not just exhibition halls with relevant cultural relics to be viewed for
learning purposes but also fun places for ECNUers to see and feel the history and culture of China. In
comparison with knowledge from textbooks, what they see here is real, vivid and explicit to their imaginations,
thus greatly arousing their interest in history as if they can relive the time. Meanwhile, as a prestigious
university in China, ECNU is supposed to play on its own unique cultural features and standards. The ECNU
museum shoulders the mission of promoting ECNU’s cultural heritage and plays an indispensable role in the
construction of ECNU campus culture.

The Museum of Biology in ECNU
The Museum of Biology is a special attraction of the ECNU
Minhang campus due to its long history and rich collection of
specimen including birds, insects, mammals, amphibians, fish,
invertebrates and so on. It also displays seeds, ferns, mosses,
algae and other plant specimen. Apart from the colorful exhibits,
the museum offers a variety of multimedia videos for visitors to
understand the stories behind the specimen.
ECNU Circle: Could you briefly introduce the history of the Museum of Biology?
Dr. He Zhuqing (Senior Experimentalist at Biology Museum): The Museum of Biology was built in
1952 when it was formerly known as the Zoological and Botanical Herbarium of the Department of Biology.
In 2007, with the establishment of the second ECNU campus at Dongchuan Road in Minhang, the museum
was moved to the new campus location along with the new College of Life Sciences. At this juncture, a large
number of the museum exhibits were rearranged and digitized. More importantly, though, the transition of the
museum to Minhang helped it grow (like a specimen) contributing more to the new environment, recording
the history of ECNU and passing down the torch of its spirit from generation to generation.
E: Could you tell us the most impressive exhibits in the museum?
He: I would say the platypus7 specimen is the most precious one because only three of them can be found
in the whole country. Furthermore, research on this specimen is very valuable to understand the platypus
and probably makes a great contribution to the development of zoology. Our platypus specimen also has an
interesting backstory. It originally belonged to St. John's University when it was stolen during the political
unrest and sold to a meagre local flea market. Fortunately, the Biology Professor Xue Deyu bought it back and
donated it to ECNU Museum, restoring it back to life so to speak.
E: What events or activities have ever been held in this museum?
He: To increase ECNUers’ awareness of ecological protection and the harmonious relationship between
man and nature, the museum hosted the campus-based contest for bird photography and bird paintings in
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2016 with the College of Life Sciences. Altogether the teachers and students in ECNU submitted 117 works,
including 104 pieces of photographs and 13 paintings. Later, the prize-winning works were put on display in
the museum exhibition. The museum also invited Mr. Bo Shunqi, who works in Shanghai Wildlife Protection
Association, to give ECNUers a lecture titled “Bird Story” to supplement the bird paper-cutting art class
taught by the craftsman of Shanghai-style paper-cutting. Those events helped to build up the public awareness
that museums are everywhere at ECNU and are becoming a vital part of the ECNU landscape.
E: Could you elaborate a little on the digital forms of the museum in terms of its function and application?
He: As a supplement to the physical museum, the digital museum will reach a wider range of visitors. It is
now available on ECNU’s official Wechat platform. It can offer visitors a faster access to information online to
all the specimen in ECNU Museum of Biology, including 1743 animal specimen and 44,672 plant specimen.
As time goes by, the Museum of Biology has become increasingly prominent in terms of its role as a showcase
for ECNU culture and an education-research center. The digital platform takes it a step further. Now, I also
want to tell about the importance of “The Story Behind the Specimen”. It is a 10-minute documentary about
the history, feature and significance of the Museum of Biology showing the highlights of the museum ranging
from the origin of the platypus specimen, the past and the present of the museum to the volume of tourists. It
has witnessed such a rise in popularity among ECNUers. If you want to know more about the museum, you
can watch this documentary.
E: It is said that two acknowledged specimen masters in China are "the Southern Master Tang and
the Northern Master Liu". Prof. Tang Sixian in ECNU, the fifth generation successor to Master Tang, is a
great contributor to the Museum of Biology. How about Prof. Tang and his story with the Museum?
He: Professor Tang Sixian from the College of Life Sciences at ECNU is the Deputy Director of the
ECNU Museum of Biology and the Director of the Ornithology Committee affiliated to Shanghai Wildlife
Conservation Association. In the summer of 2017, he appeared on the front page of Shanghai Daily in a story
titled "Breathing New Life into Ecological Study and Research". Statistics have revealed that nearly half of
the modern specimen in Chinese museums were from the upkeeping of Master Tang’s Family. More than 30
people among the 4th-and-5th generation of descendants of Master Tang have been engaged in the professional
work on specimens. They have dedicated most of their precious gems to the universities, research institutes
and museums all over China. Prof. Tang is one of them and his specimen works are now on exhibition for
everyone to enjoy in the Museum of Biology at ECNU.

1. ceramics: n. 陶器
2. epitome: n. 缩影，象征
3. specimen: n. 标本
4. cowry: n. 贝壳
5. circulation: n. 流通
6. oracle bones: n. 甲骨文
7. platypus: n. 鸭嘴兽

（审稿／王志宏）
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A Comeback Victory in the 2019
Spring Festival Gala Evening
文 / 于佑安 孙辰阳

Founded in 2007, the ECNU Aerobics and Cheerleading Team has
forged an incredible career over the past decade with many honors and
championships at the national and global levels. They were even invited
to the 2019 Spring Festival Gala Evening, where they impressed
audiences from all over China with their excellent performance in
“Leaping Youth”. ECNU Circle journalists interviewed the team’s coach
Professor Zhou Yan and team member Li Lingfei to learn more about
the Aerobics and Cheerleading Team’s route to the Spring Festival Gala
Evening.

美编 / 谢瑶姬

Professor Zhou Yan

ECNU Circle: The participation of our Aerobics and Cheerleading Team in the 2019 Spring Festival
Gala Evening is definitely a great event for all ECNUers. Can you tell us what kind of team it is?
Professor Zhou: The Aerobics and Cheerleading Team was founded twelve years ago in 2007, right after
I started my work in the Physics and Health Department of ECNU. As the founder and coach of the team, I
am very happy to see it grow from anonymity to the best team in China and literally becomes a Dream Team.
So far, this team has won over three hundred gold medals at national level, and over one hundred gold medals
at international level. Winning the opportunity to perform in the 2019 Spring Festival Gala Evening is for us
another dream come true.
E: In your opinion, what is the difference between participating in a competition and participating in
the Spring Festival Gala Evening?
Z: Participating in a competition brings the school into the public view and, if it wins, also an honor
for a city like Shanghai and the whole country. But as only a small number of sports fans may watch these
competitions, thus the influence is relatively small compared to the Spring Festival Gala Evening, which
is broadcast and highly promoted throughout China. Its influence goes far beyond any sports competition
we have ever participated in. We are very fortunate to have played a part in this televised event because
many people become interested in the aerobics and cheerleading sports due to our performance. However,
performing on the stage of Spring Festival Gala Evening is just as stressful as other sports competitions, but
our players also had a lot of fun amid the joyous atmosphere.

also the dream of our entire team after the unfortunate turn of events at the Spring Festival Gala Evening in 2009,
when one of our players got injured during the rehearsal. As there was no substitute, we had to forfeit1 the show.
The director in charge of the 2019 Gala Evening happened to be the same director ten years ago, who still hoped
for this team to make up the regret. So winning back the opportunity was a blissful event for us all.
There were lots of adjustments and changes to our performance on the Gala Evening, since we coordinated
with singers, fancy basketball players and other teams. How to do our parts well, at the same time having a perfect
cooperation with others as a whole was a challenging task. We didn’t rest our mind until the performance was
completed with success.
E: We know that the cheerleading team achieved the dream of the Spring Festival Gala Evening through
the dance performance of “Chasing Dreams”. What kind of dreams did you intend to show through this
program?
Z: Our program was to express the dream of all our players, the dream of our team, of our university, and of
our country. These dreams have always been the driving force for us to move forward.
E: You are responsible for the design of the players’ costumes for various competitions. Can you tell us
about the costume design for the 2019 Gala Evening?
Z: Our team has won many honors for China on international stages. Also, for each competition we
participate in, we are winning honors for ECNU, and hope that more people will get to know and like our
university through our performance. Therefore, when I design costumes for our players, I always include “ECNU”
in a prominent position. At first, the directors of the Spring Festival Gala Evening demanded that we remove the
logo from the costume, because there should be no advertisement on the Gala Evening. I negotiated with them,
and they finally agreed with us to keep the ECNU logo, which shone together with our performance on the stage.
For the design of costume for the Gala Evening, I first called for ideas from the teachers and students, but did
not get a satisfactory one, so I finally designed it by myself. It was a pity that the color did not turn out as bright as
my original design.
Our players worked very hard for the Gala Evening. The directors all liked them and said, “No wonder you
are world champions; no wonder you are ECNUers.”

E: We know that every program in the Spring Festival Gala Evening had to undergo lengthy and
meticulous reviews and adjustments. How did the team face up to the pressure of such a big event?
Z: Yes, lots of pressure led to even more uncertainties on the stage of Spring Festival Gala Evening, and
any program could be called off for the tiniest detail. The good thing for us was that our players were able to
cope with the pressure after participating in so many upscale competitions in recent years.
As for me, this has been a dream of mine for ten years. More importantly, it was not only my dream but
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E: We think the crossover with Zhu Yilong and Li Yifeng had to be a big highlight for many of our
players. How was the cooperation with these two stars?
Z: The whole team was ecstatic on hearing about the crossover, and getting to share the spotlight with the
two young singers gave them the chance to see with their own eyes the hardships that celebrities must undertake.
As the show had to be modified constantly, they always adapted themselves to the changes without any
complaints, and they polished their performance through persistent practice day-and-night. It was an enlightening
and educational experience for our players, and they were deeply motivated to struggle for their own glory.
Meanwhile, the singers also admired our players for their outgoing personalities, and were deeply
impressed with the sportsmanship characterized by passion and vitality. Actually all participants in this
program treasured this precious opportunity for cooperation.
E: We hear that the former team leader Nie Yanxin also returned for the performance in the Gala
Evening. How important was her contribution?

Z: I’m glad to tell you that besides Nie Yanxin, who was the team leader ten years ago when we missed
the opportunity, three other former members also joined us. In fact, they were even more thrilled when we
were informed of the opportunity to stand on the stage of the Spring Festival Gala Evening. I always expect
for the fine tradition of our ECNU team spirit to be carried forward through the interactions between former
team members and new ones. I can’t express how pleased I am of our joint efforts. We eventually made our
past dream come true ten years later.
E: What are your expectations for the future development of the team?
Z: The road ahead will be rough and rugged. It is a great challenge to survive in a climate where sports
has yet to receive its due attention. Last year we visited the University of Michigan for a scholarly exchange
where our team members got a general picture of the organizational system of collegiate2 sports in an
American university: the management and training level of their sports team, and the current development
of Cheerleading Exercise in America. It is quite meaningful to broaden the horizon of young team members
because the development of sports in our country largely depends on the younger generations.
Sports is considered as a way to unite students from all over the world, serving an indispensable role in
the construction of campus culture in America. I sincerely hope that we can try our best to promote such sports
culture in China at ECNU.
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E: What are your thoughts on the progress of aerobics and cheerleading in China?
Z: I wish that more attention would be paid to aerobics exercises and cheerleading so that more people will
try out for these sports. These sports not only improve the players’ physical conditions, but also cultivate their
mental toughness to overcome hardships and keep high spirits. The players learn that a successful performance
lies not only in personal attainment, but also in perfect cooperation with their teammates.
Our team will continue to lead the progress, and bring home more championships to ECNU and to China!
ECNU Circle also interviewed Li Lingfei. He and
his twin brother Li Lingxiao are both members of the
ECNU Aerobics Team where they shared the stage in
the Spring Festival Gala Evening. For Li Lingfei, the
Spring Festival Gala Evening had a special significance
considering the missed opportunity in 2009.
He told us that during the rehearsal of the Spring
Festival Gala Evening, the team members realized
that they lacked professional training in dancing, so
they had to increase the intensity of their practices to
meet the challenge. As a result, they were under great
pressure, and several members got ill due to the intensity
of training. Nevertheless, it bonded them together as
everyone was fighting for the same goal.
Li Lingfei shared some interesting anecdotes
about him and his twin brother Li Lingxiao in their
training. Having grown up together, they seem to have
a certain chemistry that enables them to understand
each other through a single gesture or glance. During
the training period for the Gala Evening, they were
nearly overwhelmed by physical and mental pressures,
however, it was their mutual encouragement and support
that motivated them all the way through the difficulties to
laughing on the podium3 when it was all said and done.
It will be a lasting memory for both of them, also for the
rest of the team.

Li Lingfei

Li Lingxiao

The ECNU Aerobics and Cheerleading Team has long been a symbol of our campus culture—
radiating youthful passion and spirit as well as enjoying a high reputation home and abroad.
Shining on the stage of the Spring Festival Gala Evening is undoubtedly a milestone in their sports
career. Looking ahead, ECNU Aerobics and Cheerleading Team is sure to embrace new challenges
and, as a team with a new reputation, strive for greater success by working in unison on their
goals.
1. forfeit: v. 丧失，失去

2. collegiate: adj. 大学的，高校的

3. podium: n. 领奖台

（审稿 / 汪燕）
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The College English Curriculum Reform
initiated by ECNU has put English learning
on a new track of development, in terms of
curriculum design, teaching objectives, textbook
preference, pedagogy 1 , after-class programs
and EEPT2(ECNU English Proficiency Test). The
reform process was reviewed by academic
professionals and approved as a successful
trial. It was an exploration of a comprehensive,
effective teaching style combined with a learning
ecosystem that had been successfully carried out.
N o w, t h e C o l l e g e E n g l i s h Te a c h i n g
Department has never flourished so much. The
department is proud to acknowledge the interschool academic exchange programs, seminars
and training opportunities aimed at career
growth. English teachers are fully engaged with
various teaching and research programs, which
range from applying for projects, publishing
papers, compiling textbooks, pursuing a Ph.D
degree, to participating in teaching contests
or taking on visiting scholar programs. These
changes are rewarded as great attempts by
departments at the university level and above for
the excellent results.

The Pioneer in
College English Reform
——College English Teaching Department of ECNU
英编 / 黎剑伶 潘窈窈 孙辰阳
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E: Does the reform have any influence on the quality of teaching concerning college English courses?

Prof. Chen Jiagang
“The most beneficial points lie
in the new and improved teaching
capabilities that are accommodated
by the high satisfactory results
in the anonymous students’
evaluation.”

Prof Chen: Absolutely. The most beneficial points lie in the new and improved teaching capabilities
that are accommodated by the high satisfactory results in the anonymous4 students’ evaluation. The recent
evaluation results show that a majority of our teachers gained a rating of 4.5/5 in the evaluation system while
teachers with a rating of 4.9 are no longer a rarity. About ten teachers won teaching rewards (school level
and above). Besides, we successfully hosted the Open Class in Audio-Visual-Oral English last May, which
attracted more than 100 teacher participants from more than 40 universities nationwide.

An interview with Prof. Zhou Xiaoyong about English teachers’ capabilities
for academic research
An interview with Prof. Chen Jiagang about English teachers’ capabilities
for academic research
ECNU Circle: What measures does the College English Teaching Department currently take to
promote the career growth of its English teachers?
Prof. Chen Jiagang: We always motivate teachers, especially younger ones, to upgrade their professional
qualifications. One channel is to pursue a higher degree of academic research. In the past five years, six
teachers from our department have gained their Ph.D degrees while four more teachers are still working on
it. By contrast, the number of teachers who were reportedly committed to such endeavors before 2010 only
added up to three. As a result of years of experience in teaching, those young teachers tend to have more
reflections on their teaching practices, thus contributing to the improvement of their teaching efforts. Secondly,
we encourage teachers to apply for the visiting scholar programs sponsored by the China Scholarship
Council3. Since 2013, we have successfully dispatched 22 teachers to several English-speaking countries
such as Canada, U.S. and Britain. Most of the universities our teachers have visited belong to the top-50
universities in the world—University of Cambridge, University of Pennsylvania, George Mason University,
University of California, University of North Carolina and University of Waterloo and so on. Thirdly, we
provide our teachers with tremendous opportunities to attend academic seminars and conferences. So far, we
have hosted 29 college English teaching seminars here on campus in the past 5 years—altogether, 90 teachers
have participated in 39 events during the past three years. We also visited other prestigious and subsidiary
universities for a total of 18 trips nationwide. Fourthly, we aim to promote cooperation and mutual learning
among all our teachers. This can be done by setting up demonstration classes that regularly update teachers
on the demands in classroom teaching; it also encourages teachers to evaluate their colleagues’ class every
semester. Meanwhile, three staff seminars are held at the beginning, middle and the end of the semester
respectively so that our teachers can give immediate feedback about their teaching and make proper changes
where it deems necessary. Finally, we encourage our best teachers to take part in the school-wide or even the
city-wide teaching contests. Recently, our teachers have won the First Prize at ECNU Teaching Contest and
the Third Prize at Shanghai Teaching Contest.
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ECNU Circle: How has the College English
Curriculum Reform at ECNU contributed to the
personal career development of its English teachers?
Prof. Zhou Xiaoyong: For one thing, it's
certain that the number of teachers who succeeded in
promotion advancements have significantly increased.
During the five years before the reform, only two
teachers had earned senior professional titles, while
this number increased to nine in the last five years
following the reform. Secondly, our English teachers
have published extensively in CSSCI5 (Chinese Social
Sciences Citation Index) with a total of nearly 50
academic papers; this was about 5 times the quantity
of papers published in the previous five years. Finally,
there is a significant growth of successful project
applications, with one National Social Science Fund
Project, five municipal projects and 36 teaching
reform projects at the university level. We have also
received 18 educational honor rewards at municipal
level or above, published 30 textbooks, 6 academic
monographs and translations and held nearly 30
academic symposiums. Thanks to these professional
achievements, our teachers no longer feel that they
need to strive harder to keep a list of their merits and
achievements. Instead, they now get enormous pleasure
and satisfaction from their work.

Prof. Zhou Xiaoyong
“So the current curriculum
reform exposed our teachers to
many new problems, which actually
motivated them into making
reflections on what and how they
should teach.”
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An interview with Dr. Guan Xiaoxian about ECNU English Proficiency Test
E: How can the College English Curriculum Reform bring about an increase in
teachers’ capabilities for academic research?
ECNU Circle: Could you tell us about the
measurement indexes for students’ English
proficiency Assessment?

Prof. Zhou: Scientific research originates from finding solutions to practical
problems. So the current curriculum reform exposed our teachers to many new problems,
which actually motivated them into making reflections on what and how they should
teach. For example, it is first time that we college English teachers begin to think about
why we take this curriculum system; how English courses embody the unique feature of
ECNU students; what is the difference between college English and senior high school
English; and why we prefer English for General Academic Purposes instead of General
English. Actually, more than half of the papers our teachers published in CSSCI are
trying to answer the questions listed above.

Dr. Guan Xiaoxian: It's not easy for us to
figure out what exactly are the indexes for measuring
students’ English Proficiency, since language
capabilities are often individual-based and contain
more intangible features. When it comes to English
proficiency, we simply think of the scores or grades
students get in English tests. In fact, those scores or
grades are meaningless unless the “scale” (similar to
a ruler) is clearly defined. That is to say, we need to
define how we interpret those scores. Indexes such as
reading speed, comprehension accuracy, vocabulary
range, grammatical complexity, structural coherence
will appear in the scale descriptions of English tests.

E: Are there any sub-projects affiliated to the ECNU College English Curriculum
Reform?
Prof. Zhou: College English Curriculum Reform indeed brought about a large
number of the sub-projects concerning English teaching under the new curriculum
system. In fact, the number of project applications from the College English Teaching
Department approved by the experts ranked No.1 among ECNU departments in 2013.
The total amount of sub-projects can be summarized as following: four projects at
provincial levels, such as Key Courses of Shanghai Municipal Education Commission
and Shanghai Excellent Courses; and more than 30 projects at the university level,
such as MOOC construction projects (Listening and Speaking for General Academic
Purposes) and Standard-driven College English Teaching and Evaluations.
E: Have you ever built up a particular competition format for rewarding teachers
who have earned scientific research achievements?
Prof. Zhou: Not yet. We merely rely on a kind of benign competition to encourage
teachers to pursue their scientific research where we put teachers into different teams
according to the subjects they teach and research rather than the grades of their students.
If a team hasn’t received any approved projects, they should naturally feel like they are
lagging behind, which will encourage them to try their best to catch up. All the team
leaders have made attempts to apply for the project and sometimes one team may have
several project applications approved simultaneously. This field of prosperity among
teachers and their project applications was never to be anticipated before College English
Curriculum Reform.
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E: Are there any differences between the
evaluation tool for the new curriculum and that
used in the past? How are they evaluated in other
universities?

Dr. Guan Xiaoxian
“So we hope to implement a
kind of organic evaluation system
which effectively monitors and
assesses ECNUers throughout
the English language learning
process.”

Dr. Guan: The evaluation of the new curriculum
is divided into two sections: one being the assessment
of College English Courses and the other being
the university-based English Proficiency Test—
EEPT (ECNU English Proficiency Test). In view of
different contents and purposes, these two components
complement 6 each other well. So we hope to
implement a kind of organic evaluation system which
effectively monitors and assesses ECNUers throughout
the English language learning process.
The current assessment of College English
Courses attaches great importance to monitoring
the learning process holistically. In other words, by
increasing the proportion of formative assessment7 to
60%, and decreasing the proportion of the culminating
assessment 8 to 40%, we were able to focus more
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on the process of language learning. By contrast, the ratio of formative assessment to
culminating assessment in other universities is 2:8, which we used to adopt for our school
in the past. Here’s an analogy for you to understand. Just like the conductor will use a
baton in a concerto to lead his orchestra, the new assessment system designed by College
English Curriculum Reform will guide the most committed students in their daily progress
of English learning. This is certainly more beneficial to them than staying up late and
cramming for the finals.
Since the launch of the 2012 College English Curriculum Reform, the College English
Teaching Department has tried to develop our own English Proficiency Test. The test was
put on a trial basis in 2013 and formally introduced in the following year. So far, it has been
put to use five times, plus the two make-up tests for the graduating class. Thanks to the joint
efforts of the department and language testing specialist Professor Jin Yan, the Chairman of
the National College English Test Committee, we have gradually developed an influential
and standardized testing system with high levels of reliability and validity.
Another thing worth mentioning is that we successfully introduced an online scoring
software system in 2017. It not only considerably improved the efficiency and validity of
test scoring but also provided a massive, useful data bank for the department to review the
test results in which the effective feedback on English teaching is provided instantly.
E: Are there any significant changes in the current students’ test performance? How
about the comparison of their performance before and after the reform?
Dr. Guan: The most objective way to judge whether there are significant changes in
students’ English proficiency before and after the reform is to analyze their performance
via the authoritative third-party examination. Since the curriculum reform was first applied
to the Class of 2013, we could find the answers by making comparisons of the CET-4
performances of ECNU students before and after 2013.

The CET4 Scores of ECNU undergraduate students enrolled from 2011 to 2015
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As in the graph depicted above, the average CET4 score of ECNU students
from Grade 2011 to Grade 2014 is rising on a year-by-year basis, with a slight
decline for Grade 2015. It begs the question: are these score differences statistically
significant? To get the right answer, we need to make more analyses. An ANOVA
analysis of the data on SPSS produces the table below:

E: Do you think the College English Curriculum Reform has achieved its original goal to
improve the students’ language proficiency?
Dr. Guan: To find the answer, we can compare the CET4 scores of ECNU undergraduate
students with the average CET4 scores of other universities nationwide.

From the chart, it's clear that ECNU
undergraduate students perform remarkably better
than those of 211 key universities in both the
CET4 total scores and the average scores in each
section. I can only attribute this as solid proof of
the achievements we have made in College English
Curriculum Reform.
As the above table shows, test scores of the students from Grade 2011 to Grade
2015 are clustered into three groups. Within each group, score differences are
not statistically significant (P>0.05), but between each group, the differences are
significant. In other words, students of Grade 2013 to 2015 performed significantly
better in CET-4 than those of Grade 2011 and 2012. The curriculum reform indeed
made a difference. As in the line graph below, the writing section sees the most
remarkable improvement in scoring for students of Grade 2013 when compared
with other test sections of CET.

1. pedagogy: n. 教学法
2. EEPT: 英语水平测试
3. China Scholarship Council:
国家留学基金委
4. anonymous: n. 匿名的
5. CSSCI (Chinese Social Sciences Citation
Index)：中国社会科学引文索引
6. complement: v. 补充
7. formative assessment: 形成性评价
8. culminating assessment：终结性评价

（审稿／王志宏）
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人生驿站

ON THE ROAD

What Makes Us
Different from AI ？
文 / 赵隽元

Tools evolve at such a speed that the most advanced form,
robots with artificial intelligence, now seem to have surpassed
humans in physical labor as well as intellectual reasoning, as
was embodied by AlphaGo’s crushing victory over the human
world champion from Korea. Computing tools like “Siri”,
“Deep Mind” and “Cortana” are catching up and will probably
go ahead of us in the field of empathy and creativity. So what
makes humanity differ from these intelligent beings? Human
beings are distinctive because they have the net-like thinking
capacity to consistently create tools that can stretch limbs,
sharpen minds and expand horizons.
The prevailing point that robots will eventually govern
us has brought about widespread social panic in that AIs have
developed competence not only to see and hear, to run and
jump, but also to reason and compare, to decide and create,
as is suggested by Microsoft Bing, a virtual poet capable of
composing decent verses all by herself. However, from both
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theoretical and ontological
prospective, such pessimism
makes little sense because
fundamentally AI’s creation is
based on human achievement
and subject to human errors.
The technical basis of
AI is an algorithm called
Deep Learning, in which
its mechanical empathy and
creation stem from a tree-like
system, of which the trunk is
to use big data to conclude the
past and to predict the future
on the basis of mathematical
probability and linear algebra.
To make it clear, the algebra

restricts AI from creating anything irrelevant
to what humans have done before, making
it incapable of creating new concepts or
assigning new meanings to old ones. Human
beings, on the other hand, can assimilate
relevant information from varying subjects
and realms into creating new ideas and
paradigms, as is demonstrated by recent
popularity of an ancient word “ 囧 ”. Simply
put, all creations by AIs are substantially
in turn the creations of human beings. In
addition, AIs err as people often do. As
the saying goes, to err is human, so are
the creations of humanity. A good case in
point is months ago, Tesla auto-pilot system
killed its own driver because it mistook an
overloaded lorry for the sunset glow due to
its “color-blindness”, which in fact, was a
programming bug. Subsequent adjustment
cannot be made by AIs but humans. In
conclusion, the mind of AI, if any, is never
original, not to mention its complete reliance
on humans’ debugging.
Since AIs have never been selfgoverning, the key to distinguishing
humanity from these beings lies in, from
a biological point of view, our extensive
thinking pattern. Unlike the linear or treelike neuro-structure of AIs,
billions of nerve cells in our
brain are inter-connected
in the shape of a vast net.
The material difference
between humans and AIs
make us, on the one hand,
less competent in calculation
and memorization, but on the
other hand, more competitive
in tasks demanding
complex thinking skills, like
generalization, induction and
deduction, and proposals of

ground-breaking hypotheses and theories.
The interdisciplinary competence entitles
humans to a deeper insight into the world,
producing masterpieces in natural science,
social science and engineering.
“Cogito, ergo sum”, the Latin version
of “I think, and therefore I am”, by the great
philosopher Descartes, shows a profound
ontological reflection of humankind and has
held its significance even in this fast-paced
era, when human beings are now panicked
by the threat of tools created by themselves,
the so-called modern Frankenstein. However,
AI’s dependence on us and inability to
remedy its mistakes make it a permanent
underdog against human intelligence
that boasts net-like thinking mode and
interdisciplinary epiphany. It is this different
thinking pattern that makes humans stand
over all plants, animals and AIs.

（指导老师 / 王越）
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The Solitary Reaper
孤独的割麦姑娘

by William Wordsworth

作者：威廉 ▪ 华兹华斯

Behold her, single in the field,
Yon solitary Highland Lass!
Reaping and singing by herself;
Stop here, or gently pass!
Alone she cuts and binds the grain,
And sings a melancholy strain;
O listen! for the Vale profound
Is overflowing with the sound.
No Nightingale did ever chaunt
More welcome notes to weary bands
Of travellers in some shady haunt,
Among Arabian sands:
A voice so thrilling ne’er was heard
In spring-time from the Cuckoo-bird,
Breaking the silence of the seas
Among the farthest Hebrides.

瞧她——一个人在田里
高原上孤独的年轻姑娘
独自边收割边吟唱
我该停下脚步；还是轻轻走过！
她将谷物割下又捆住
唱着忧郁的歌
听！连深邃的峡谷
都久久回荡着她的歌声
即使夜莺的啼啭
也没有如此美妙的音调
让树荫下的疲惫旅人
在阿拉伯荒漠里休憩片刻
姑娘的歌声如此震颤心灵
胜过春日里的杜鹃啼鸣
劈开海面的静寂
直至遥远的赫布里底岛屿

Will no one tell me what she sings?—
Perhaps the plaintive numbers flow
For old, unhappy, far-off things,
And battles long ago:
Or is it some more humble lay,
Familiar matter of to-day?
Some natural sorrow, loss, or pain,
That has been, and may be again?
Whate’er the theme, the Maiden sang
As if her song could have no ending;
I saw her singing at her work,
And o’er the sickle bending;—
I listened, motionless and still;
And, as I mounted up the hill,
The music in my heart I bore,
Long after it was heard no more.

谁能告诉我她在唱什么？
也许她正忧伤地细数着，
那些过去的伤心往事，
和遥远的战争
或许她唱着平凡的歌曲
熟悉的日常生活？
自然的悲伤、失落与痛苦
曾经拥有，或许还会来过 ?
不管姑娘唱的是什么
她的歌似乎没有尽头
我看她边干活边歌唱
弯腰收割时也不停歇
我静静地聆听着
登上山冈
念着她的歌
歌声消失却萦绕我心头
（大学英语教学部 王士齐译）
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illiam Wordsworth (7
April, 1770—23 April,
1850) was a major English
Romantic poet who, with Samuel
Taylor Coleridge, helped to
launch the Romantic Age in
English literature with their
joint publication Lyrical Ballads
(1798). Wordsworth was the
pioneer of a novel style of poetry,
which was primarily natureoriented. He started the modern
poetry in England, i.e. the poetry
of the growing inner self. He
changed the course of English
poetry by using ordinary speech
of the language and advocating
a return to nature. Wordsworth
replaced the lofty and eloquent
style used at that time with his
clear and simple language.

美编 / 彭佳 审稿 / 汪燕

As a worshipper of nature, Wordsworth’s emotion and
passion were recollected in the tranquility of the nature. To
Wordsworth, nature acted as a substitute for imaginative
and intellectual engagement with the development of
embodied human beings in their diverse circumstances.
Nature became an inspiring force of rapture, a power that
could reveal the workings of the soul. It was nature that
endowed Wordsworth great strength and knowledge full
of peace. He could penetrate to the heart of things and
give the readers the very life of nature. His great talent for
composing natural poems made him a “Poet Laureate”.
The Solitary Reaper was inspired by Wordsworth and
his sister Dorothy’s stay at the village of Strathyre in the
parish of Balquhidder in Scotland in September 1803. It
is one of Wordsworth’s most famous post-Lyrical Ballads
lyrics.
Worthworth’s most popular poem with the Chinese
readers may be I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud (also
commonly known as Daffodils), which was inspired by
an earlier event on 15 April 1802, in which Wordsworth,
again with his sister Dorothy, came across a “long belt” of
daffodils and were impressed by the amazing sight.
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characters
try to kill

themselves
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he meaning of life is
something that you will not
stop thinking about until the
day of death comes.

In the recommended films below, the
leading characters try to end their lives.
They are so close to death that they get
a deeper understanding of life. Hopefully,
their enlightening stories will make you
know your life better and live it better.

“

“

文 / 王资

”

AA Man
Called
Ove
(2015)
(Sweden)
Man Called Ove (2015) (Sweden)

MOVIE

““

电 影

01

O

ve, an ill-tempered and rigid1 59-year-old man, decides to
kill himself after his beloved wife Sonja died of cancer and
he lost his job.

However, his several attempts to commit suicide are not
successful. When he is hanging himself in the house, Ove
is interrupted by the newcomers in the neighbourhood—
Parvaneh, her husband and their children; when he is losing his
consciousness in the garage, Parvaneh goes to him and ask him
for his help; when he plans to end his life on the railway, he sees
a man faint and goes to his rescue; when he is about to shoot
himself, two young boys knock at his door to seek shelter.
In those suicidal attempts, Ove has flashbacks 2 of
bittersweet memories in his life: he lost his mother at an early
age and was raised by his father; later, his father died in an
accident and he became homeless and alone; then, he met and
married Sonja and they lived a happy life together; he and his
friend grew apart because of their different car preferences; he
and Sonja lost their unborn child in a bus crash and Sonja was
confined to a wheelchair.

E

very time, Ove chooses lending a helping hand to others
over killing himself, which tells that he is a kindhearted
man from within even though he sometimes likes
finding faults with his neighbours.
Therefore, Ove’s relations with his neigbours gradually
improves, especially with the family next door. He teaches
Parvaneh to drive, tells stories to her daughters and helps hold
her newborn baby.
He starts to build a special bond with the neighbouring
family, and the soft part of his heart is touched: he feels loved
and needed. In the end of the film, Ove dies in peace, surrounded
by love. There are so many reasons that a man lives for. Living
for the love of their life is one and living for the warmth around
them is another.
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The Surprise

P

aloma is an eleven-year-old girl who is more of an intellectual thinker than
her peers. Born in a luxurious family, she is bored from her observations
of people’s repetitive and destined life, so she plans to kill herself on her
twelfth birthday.

2015
Netherlands

J

acob is an eccentric 3 multimillionaire who has
been emotionless since he lost his father in his
childhood.

Following the death of his mother, he feels
relieved from his filial4 duty and does not want to
carry on with his life. After a few unsuccessful suicidal
attempts, he goes to a an illegal assisted-suicide firm
and opts for their surprise service to have his life
ended.
According to this service, his death will be a noncancelable surprise and they do not tell him where,
when, or how it will happen. Jacob meets another
‘client’ when he is choosing an eco-friendly coffin for
himself. While waiting for their death, they have fun
together and fall in love with each other.
Having found his beloved one, Jacob wants
to call off the contract but gets himself into
trouble. Later, he finds out that Anne is actually
the daughter of the firm’s owner and the executer
of his death service.

02

As in most romantic comedies, Jacob and
Anne together overcome all the difficulties and
their love story has a happy ending.

F

or Jacob, death is not the surprise in his life; love is. There has been radical changes in his emotions since
he met Anne: he is worried and rushes to her apartment when he knows there is an explosion; he is afraid
of losing her when they are almost run over by a truck; he is angry when he knows she is lying to him; he
feels sad when his housekeeper dies.
Love makes Jacob a real human with emotions and fills him with hope. Although her seems to be seeking
death, he turns out to be looking for the meaning of life – one’s life is worth living when they have things to
look forward to and love is one of those things.
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电 影

Before that day, she decides to document and ridicule her life and her
immediate circle with her father’s old camera. During the process of filming,
she gets to know the concierge6 of the building – Mrs. Renee Michel. This
acquaintance changes her mind.
To most people, Renee is a grumpy and reclusive concierge and widow
who lives on her own. However, Paloma as well the new bourgeoisie7 resident
Mr. Kakuro Ozu finds out about her softness and elegance beneath her hard
cover and compares her to a hedgehog. Renee is passionate about literature
and has a secret library, and she is in fact a sensitive person. She and Kakuro
have the same taste and share the same interest, but she is hesitant to take a step
further in their relationship, because she feels insecure and unconfident. Not
long after she finally gets over her struggle and makes up her mind to open up
and to love, she is hit and dies in a traffic accident.

T

he death of Renee strikes Paloma, not only
because she has established a friendship with
Renee and Kakuro despite the age difference,
but also because she begins to see the lovely
side of life: what matters is not the fact of dying
or when you die; it is what you are doing at that
precise moment.
In the case of Renee, she is ready to love and
be loved when she dies. Maybe Paloma’s metaphor
is right to some extent. Like fish trapped in a fish
tank, we humans are possibly confined to some
inevitable and boring rules, but the infiniteness
of life is what fascinates us and makes the fact of
living matter.

H

aving read about the three films, you might
have noticed that love seems to be the keyword
regarding the issue of life and death. The love
between couples, between family, and between
friends/neigbours is what connects one with the
outside world. Also, the love for life—for its
certainty and uncertainty—is what encourages one
to keep on living. So, when you feel depressed and
upset, these films are definitely worth a watch!

Francej
2009j

The Hedgehog

03
1.rigid: adj. 死板的
2.flashback: n. 闪回
3.eccentric: adj. 古怪的
4.filial: adj. 孝顺的
5.hedgehog: n. 刺猬
6.concierge: n. 看门人
7.bourgeoisie: n. 中产阶级

( 审稿 / 余睿 )
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Learning Law
and Culture
at ECNU
英编 / 孙琬琰 美编 / 陈诵弦

ECNU alumni 1 Yerishova Aigerim graduated from
ECNU with a master’s degree in economic law in 2018.
She later joined an investment corporation in Shanghai
where she is now in charge of a project between China
and Georgia. She shared with ECNU Circle about her
experiences at ECNU and how she made her way to China
after growing up in her home country Kazakhstan2. We
were also happy to learn more about the differences and
similarities between China and Kazakhstan, so without
further ado let’s learn about them from Aigerim!
ECNU Circle: What initially3 triggered your interest
to apply at ECNU?
Yerishova Aigerim: Actually, I began to consider
pursuing my academic studies abroad directly after
graduating in Kazakhstan, at that time, the first country
that came to my mind was none other than China. After I
succeeded in applying for the scholarship from the Chinese government, I can still remember the day when
I got the admission notice from ECNU. I was so excited! That’s the day when my story in Shanghai began
almost six years ago on August 30, 2013.
E: Seeing that you enrolled at ECNU in 2013, what is your overall impression of the university?
Y: At the first sight of this university I was instantly impressed with its beauty. Tall trees, vigorous
flowers, and a large open-grass courtyard mixed in well with the fast-paced life in ECNU which required me
to learn the most efficient way to allocate4 my time. After studying Chinese for two years at the Zhongbei
Campus, I went to the Minhang Campus as a postgraduate studying in law. During the first year of being a
graduate, there were many classes, presentations, research papers, and opportunities to learn more about the
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law system in China. By the winter vacation of the next year, I
began my practical session in a company recommended by my
supervisor5 Prof. Yu Feng.
E: How did your university life at ECNU have an impact on
your decision to work in Shanghai as a legal consultant?
Y: When our company started to make preparations for the
co-operation with former U.S.S.R. republic and now independent
Georgia6, the company was searching for an employee mastering
the languages of both Russian and Chinese. Based on these
qualifications, I was hired to work in their company. I honestly
hadn’t realized the importance of practicing my Chinese language
skills in the beginning of my graduate studies. I still recall the
day when I was studying with my Mongolian friend in the library
when Prof. Yu Feng found me and told me that: “Aigerim, you
should learn Chinese in the real environment instead of studying
in the library for the whole day.”
E: Tell us about some of the differences between studying in
ECNU and Kazakhstan.
Y: From my personal experiences I can tell you that studying
in ECNU and Kazakhstan are totally different. ECNU is as large as
a small city, where I could study and enjoy a wonderful life with
my friends on campus; there are very few of these universities in
Kazakhstan. Meanwhile, I was able to make friends with people
from many different countries and cultural backgrounds while I
studied Chinese language here. In addition to learning about the
customs of other countries, the academic atmosphere in ECNU is
awesome and the learning facilities are convenient for students.
E: How about ECNU professors? Were you accustomed to their teaching methodologies and lecture
styles?
Y: As in Kazakhstan, classes are led by the teachers. They would make preparations for PPTs and other
reading materials, following these materials in classes. On the other hand, the teachers in Kazakhstan are more
inclined to request for the students’ participation in discussing something interesting about the class content to
check if the students learn the lesson well.
In turn, Chinese teachers pay more attention to practical konwledge than theoretical giving a lot of case
studies as examples. Moreover, there are so many optional courses and lectures which students can attend as
well as participate in accroding to their study areas.
University teachers and school office always strive to help students to manage all the problems occurring
during their study and it’s not only about the courses and grades, but also about their life on campus.
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find find
a job.
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the the
working
experience
I accumulatedhere
hereininECNU
ECNU and
and Shanghai,
Shanghai,
accumulated
I plan to find a job related with China. I
have high hopes that the political relations
between Kazakhstan and China could become
increasingly more co-operative in the future,
and that the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) will
play a dominant role on the international stage.
I welcome the BRI as a positive way to bring
together Kazakhstan and China both culturally
and politically.
E: How do you feel about the local food
in Shanghai?

Prof. Yu Feng, Aigerim's supervior
E: We know that the laws in China and Kazakhstan
are not the same in many aspects. How do you study law
in ECNU?
Y: Of course, the law system in China and Kazakhstan
come from different historical and cultural backgrounds.
I chose to study the laws on the Special Economic Zones
(SEZ) in China for my own interest. The class I took at
ECNU consisted of the Chinese students with three other
overseas students. I was at a loss in the beginning since I
could not understand anything that the teacher taught in
classes in the first two years, so I had to put more effort
into studying after class with the help of PPTs and books.
Fortunately I was then able to understand 80% in the class.
E: What kind of plans do you have for the future?
Y: In the future, I will go back to Kazakhstan to

Y: I wasn’t accustomed to Chinese food
in the beginning because the food is quite
different from the food in my country. For
example, we prefer more meat and bread
and seldom eat spicy food. Luckily I could
have dinner in the Muslim Restaurant of
the canteen, in which the dishes contain
more flavors similar to Kazakh cuisine. I
was also impressed with the high-quality of
conditions in the ECNU dorms for overseas
students. Since there was a public kitchen for
international students, I would cook by myself
when I had free time and eat with others in the
dorms.
E: Is there something that you love the
most about China?
Y: The online shopping has completely
taken off in China, which has become so
convenient for individuals like me. For other
foreigners who are not able to speak Chinese,
they are also capable of using Tao Bao which
makes it more accessible to more people in
the world. Secondly, in the past six years I
travelled to Guangzhou, Ningbo, Xuzhou,
Hangzhou, Suzhou, and Putian, I came to the
realization that every city in
in China
China has
has its
its own
own
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characteristics and charm. That’s something I enjoy most about traveling
here.
E: From your point of view, what are the biggest differences
between living in China and Kazakhstan?
Y: To begin with, there are not nearly as many people in Kazakhstan
as there are in Shanghai. The Shanghai metro is always crowded with
people, especially during the rush hour. In this city you could always
see people busy with their jobs living in a fast-paced environment. It is
widely acknowledged that Shanghai is not only an international financial
center, but also the first priority for many international exhibitions and
shows. It’s no wonder that time management is so important here. Yet
when it comes to the similarities between these two countries, it is surely
the high level of inclusiveness that comes to mind.
E: Could you share with ECNU Circle about some interesting
stories regarding your experiences with conflicts as a result of cultural
differences?
Y: Well, I have two funny stories about cultural differences. The first
thing that comes to my mind is the day when I first arrived in Shanghai
when I was on the metro with my friends, suddenly an old man appeared
with a small stereo-device playing loud music in his hand. He looked so
poor that I stood up subconsciously and said to him, ‘Sit down, Please.’
In fact, we always give seats to the elderly and pregnant women riding
public transportation in Kazakhstan, which has become a big part of our
national ethics. My friends, on the other hand, were looking at me very
strangely, they pulled me over to them and said, ‘Aigerim, he is a beggar
who wants your money; not your seat.’
The second story happened in the canteen at ECNU. I was having
dinner there and about to put my chopsticks down to do other things
while at the table, when I could find nowhere to place my chopsticks
because there were no plates nearby and the table was not clean enough.
So I unintentionally inserted them into the rice that was in my bowl.
I remember a Chinese student came up to me, after a while, and told
me in a low voice, “Young lady, it is not proper to put your chopsticks
like that. Chinese people only insert chopsticks into the rice when our
relatives or friends pass away. Under no circumstances should you do
that.” These are the two funny things I would like to share with ECNU
Circle. I certainly learned some important things about Chinese culture
from these instances.

1.alumni：n. 校友
2.Kazakhstan：哈萨克斯坦
3.initially: adv. 最初地
4.allocate：v. 分配，分派
5.supervior : n. 导师
6.Georgia：格鲁吉亚

（审稿 / 余睿）
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From the River Cam to Radcliffe Square
— a summer course at Cambridge and Oxford
英编 / 张子琰 美编 / 彭佳

T

he Universities of Cambridge and Oxford have held a reputation in higher education as the cradle of
breakthrough achievements made by experts and academics for centuries. That’s why I signed up for
the summer course program organized by ECNU in cooperation with Cambridg and Oxford. With aspirations
to take on a new experience and learn more about British culture, I spent a month in the United Kingdom—
two weeks in Cambridge and two weeks in Oxford—it was such an honor and pleasure to have the chance to
see how their world-renowned educational model works. Now, let us turn back time to the bright summer days
in July of 2018 at Cambridge and Oxford. I will share my experience in hope to provide an understanding for
other readers.
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Study at Cambridge and Oxford
Half of our schedule
consisted of classroom
lectures of which the
p r o g r a m o ff e r e d m a n y
options throughout
different sessions within
the month. I chose courses
on Business Management
and International Relations
at Cambridge, and PPE
(Politics, Philosophy and
Economic) at Oxford. I
learned that so many of the
world’s greatest politicians
and philosophers graduated
from the University of
Oxford, such as Mrs.
Thatcher1 and Jeremey
Bentham2. It was apparent
to me that they are very
proud to carry on and
promote the academic
tradition and humanistic
spirit of their predecessors3.

The atmosphere in the class is laid-back, for
instance anyone can raise their hand at any time
they want, or we were frequently involved in group
discussions and group work that allowed everyone to
voice their opinion. We had homework and exams to
do in addition to course readings that had to be read
before class time, which is really important in order
to understand what the professor is talking about.
He/she will give many examples and references
according to the course materials that otherwise
wouldn’t be very clear to those who didn’t read them.

The part I enjoyed
the most was the
discussions in PPE.
The professor would
provide a complicated
context to us—mostly
moral dilemmas, like
the famous Trolley
P r o b l e m 4, w h e r e
we had to choose
between the majority
a n d m i n o r i t y. T h e
time I spent in this
course enabled me
to realize the real
charm of Humanities:
that you can hardly
reach perfection,
but strive towards
the ultimate goal. It
was the professor ’s
eruditeness5 that helped
me understand the true
meaning of “I think,
therefore I am.”
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Life in Cambridge and Oxford
The weather during July at Cambridge and
Oxford is hot, bright, and thriving with sunlight—
the sun doesn’t go down until eleven in the evening.
Everything looks so fresh and colourful during the
day, and when the night finally arrives, the stars
begin to appear and shimmer6 in the sky like shiny
diamonds. It was such a pleasure for me to punt7
through the river stream, with swans and ducks
swimming around, which held as the background
to the castles and churches joined into the beautiful
scenery.
One special thing about Cambridge and Oxford
is that they are not enclosed by boundaries; this
makes all of the universities appear to be scattered
throughout the city. Inside the campuses, the
architecture is well-preserved and magnificent. In
Cambridge, I visited the “relative” of Newton’s apple
tree, the pub where the model of DNA was illustrated
by Francis Crick and James Watson, and the “Timeeater” ticking at the street corner (Stephen Hawking
attended its unveiling ceremony8). All of these places
embody a spirit of British culture and history that I
had never experienced before.

Oxford contains a higher sense of romanticism
and magic compared to Cambridge. Many famous
writers like J.R.R.Tolkien, Lewis Carroll and C.S.Lewis
once lived here, and it’s believed that lots of their
inspiration came from this beautiful city. For instance,
Tolkien created the second part of the Lord of the
Rings based on the prototype of the two towers in All
Souls College9 and C.S.Lewis used to walk the streets
with a witch and two fauns near Radcliffe Square every
day—these objects later became a part of his work the
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. Some of the scenes
in Harry Potter were also filmed in the Oxford campus.
Any fans of Harry Potter are familiar with the
collegiate system10. Each college has its own history
and tradition—it’s more like a community—where
students with different academic backgrounds can
socialize and study together. Also, students from
different colleges compete with each other in many
aspects, whereby they take the principle “work hard,
play hard” very seriously.
School work at Cambridge and Oxford can be
really stressful, but they also have a colorful life
outside of the classroom. Theater festivals, parties on
the lawn, balls, and tons of pranks11 take place here on
a regular basis. For example, the statue of Henry VII
outside of the Trinity College holds a chair’s wooden
leg instead of the truncheon12 in his left hand. Five
centuries ago, some students replaced it as a gesture
of rebellion. Even now students still manage to put
something different in the king’s hands from time to
time.

London, York and Bath: a history of Great Britain
The program also organized several additional trips
for us outside of the campuses. I visited British historic
sights in London, York and Bath. York had been ruled
successively by the Romans, the Angles, the Vikings,
the Danish and the Normans. As its name implies,
Bath used to be the bathing place for Roman nobles,
where they even had a holographic laser projection13 of
ancient Roman people hustling and bustling14 between
the pillars15. Although at first it was difficult to picture
in my mind, the tour guide explained the intentions of
the building designs in a way that brought out a vivid
living scene of those ancient peoples.
In my opinion, London successfully combines
ancient elegance with dynamic modernization. This is
a place where people dressed in suits are walking with
flying feet to their workplace, while within the castle
walls of the London Tower and Buckingham Palace,
beefeaters16 and soldiers in uniform still fulfill their
duties to the royals, day-and-night. On one side of the
River Tames is the Big Ben and Westminster Abbey,
while on the other side stands a modern landmark—the
London Eye.
1.Mrs. Thatcher: 撒切尔夫人（1925-2013），英国前首相
2.Jeremey Bentham: 杰里米·边沁（1748-1832），英国
功利主义哲学家
3.predecessor: n. 前辈
4.trolley problem: 电车问题，伦理学领域知名思想实验
5.erudite: adj. 博学的
6.shimmer: v. 闪烁，发出微光

The British Museum, the Royal Observatory
Greenwich, and the financial institutions are all
good places to learn how business and finance
emerged from here and how the development of
technology contributed to the rise of an empire.
London itself has become a cultural symbol
and one of the greatest cities in the world. I
think the people of Great Britain do a fantastic
job of promoting their culture and protecting
cultural heritage sites, in addition to the popular
literature, film and television culture.
I still remember the day before departure,
walking on the quiet street, seeing the twilight
dye the top of the castles—gold and pink—
wishing this moment could last forever. For this
trip, one month was entirely not enough time; it
made me feel like a mere passerby. Nonetheless,
I’m now filled with new knowledge, expanded
horizons, and joyful memories with all the
friends I made during the journey in which
I will treasure these days with all my heart.
In 1928 Chinese poet Xu Zhimo wrote some
beautiful lines to express his own infatuation
for Cambridge. Every time I go over the photo
album, I feel like no other words could better
describe the memorable moments I spent there,
from the River Cam to Radcliffe Square:
“To seek a dream? Just to pole a boat upstream,
To where the green grass is more verdant;
Or to have the boat fully loaded with starlight,
And sing aloud in the splendor of starlight.”

7.punt: v. 用蒿乘船
8.unveiling ceremony: 揭幕仪式
9.All Souls College: 万灵学院
10.collegiate system: 学院制
11.prank: n. 恶作剧
12.truncheon: n. 权杖
13.holographic laser projection: 全息投影
14.hustle and bustle: 熙熙攘攘
15.pillar: n. 柱子

（审稿 / 余睿）

16.beefeater: n. 伦敦塔的守卫

（审稿 / 余睿）
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A Letter to ECNU
from the Sunshine State

By Yanyan Cao
文 / 曹艳艳 美编 / 谢瑶姬

“So where did all the time fly? Oh , so where
did all the time die?...”, with the beautiful song
of Taj Jackson lingering in my mind , I can’t
help writing a letter to my friends in ECNU
recounting my exhilarating and challenging days
in Gainesville , Florida. Here it is for all of you.
Thanks to ECNU Circle!

Dear Friends
Today is February 20th, 2019. I’ve been in Gainesville for nearly half-a-year now. My relatives
and friends in China have just celebrated the 2019 New Year of the Pig and have enjoyed the happy
family reunion feasts of Lantern Festival. On such a special occasion I was moved to express my
feeling of homesickness while away from my family, looking back on the past and looking ahead to
the future.
I can still clearly remember the day on August 27th, 2018, when the small plane that my family
and I took from Atlanta dived through the sea of fluffy, streaky, marshmallow-like clouds and landed
down firmly at our final destination--- Gainesville Regional Airport.
Awarded the full scholarship from China Scholarship Council, I was allowed to stay here for
one year, studying and researching as a research scholar at the College of Education, University
of Florida. To my beloved friends, I would like to start by introducing the city and the university
followed by sharing my life experiences here.

Gainesville & University of Florida
Gainesville, the county seat, is not only the largest city in Alachua County but also the largest
in the region of North Central Florida. In Spanish language the word Florida means "the land of
flowers". It is the southernmost contiguous1 state in the United States, bordered by the Atlantic
Ocean to the east and the Gulf of Mexico to the west. Because of its subtropical to tropical climate
and annual average of 230 days with sunshine, Florida is also referred to as the Sunshine State. The
nickname was officially adopted by the Florida State legislature in 1970, so it’s common to see the
“Sunshine State” slogan on many of the people’s license plates.
On my first impression of Gainesville, I’d say it is a cozy town embraced by natural beauty and
nestled in towering oak forests. Everything is green here all-year-round: the bushes are green, the tall
straight palm trees are green, and the luxuriant oak trees are green. Among all the plants, oak trees
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attract my attention the most. In summer, the oak tree branches covered with grey tassel-like moss sway
with the warm breeze. Acorns start falling to the ground in sign of the coming of autumn in October. When
I set foot among the moss-draped oaks, it felt as if I had wandered mysteriously into Harry Potter’s
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
Gainesville is also home to the University of Florida (UF) where
a college-town vibe 2 fuses with its natural beauty creating a unique
connection between nature and culture. This university is ranked at No.
8 among top public universities by U.S. News & World Report; the
nation’s fifth-largest university according to enrollment numbers. In
addition, UF has nearly 5,000 faculty members, the vast majority of
whom have distinguished teaching and academic research field work.
It also has 43 faculty elections to the National Academy of Sciences
Engineering, the Institute of Medicine or the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.
My host teacher, Dr. Zhihui Fang, is a highly respected Professor and Head of Reading and
Literacy Education in the School of Teaching and Learning at UF. Under his guidance, my duty is to audit
courses, attend colloquia3 and conduct extensive research on academic English reading and writing.

UF Campus
I certainly remember the first time I strolled by the Gothic-style red-brick buildings dating back to
1905, within the 2,000-acre campus, I was just amazed with its beauty. The bells sounding from the ivory
tower, known as the Tower Auditorium, ring out from the carillon4, their music echoing off the ivy-clad red
bricks and through the oak-lined plazas.
Libraries are always the best places on campus, of
which the three-floor Education Library is my favorite
place to go. The Education Library contains more than
80,000 print books, and approximately 600 print and
electronic journal subscriptions on educational theory,
counseling, teaching and learning. In front of the Education
Library stands a huge oak tree that can hold only by three
adults together. What a giant tree! I’m wondering how old
the oak tree is! It’s so great a pleasure for me to sit on the
wood bench reading and meditating under the tree shadow.
There are a variety of visitor’s attractions on the
campus too, from the Florida Museum of Natural History, Harn Museum of Art and University Galleries
to the Bat Houses at Lake Alice. Visitors may feel amazed to be surrounded by hundreds of dancing
butterflies in the Butterfly Rainforest of the natural history museum; they may be attracted by the chirping
of Northern Cardinals; they may be amused by naughty squirrels playing hide-and-seek in the leaves of
the oak trees. Newcomers will also be shocked at the first sight of live alligators at Lake Alice. In fact,
Alligators are extremely popular among the local residents. Costumed in plush, Albert E. Gator and
Alberta Gator are the official mascots5 of the University of Florida’s football teams, hence the UF students
are also called the “Gators”.
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Transportation
Like most of the places in the U.S., public transportation in Gainesville is time-consuming. There’s no
subway here and some bus routes have no service late at night or on weekends. The frequency of buses is
usually 20-30 minutes and some are even 60 minutes on weekdays. If you are not in a hurry, taking the bus
will be a good choice because they are very passenger-friendly. Every bus has a front-mounted bike rack that
holds up to at least 2 bicycles. To use it, you just signal the driver, and the driver will load up your bike with
you. Buses are also friendly to people with ambulatory6 devices. Low-floor buses have boarding ramps that the
driver can deploy upon request. Older high-floor buses are equipped with power lifts for anyone who can’t use
the stairs.
If you’re in a hurry, though, driving a private car is the most convenient means of transport even though
it’s the most expensive route to take. For example, a 7-mile travel from my apartment to UF usually takes
about one hour-and-a-half by bus, while driving my own car only takes 20 minutes. The parking fee is also
expensive and a parking space can be very difficult to find. In order to park on campus during restricted hours,
all of the students and faculty must display a valid parking decal or permit, or park in a paid parking facility
and pay the appropriate fee.
As in China, obeying safety and traffic rules are very important. But some differences in these rules have
got my attention. One difference is that bringing the car to a complete halt at the stop sign should be strictly
obeyed here. Another difference lies in that motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians must yield to the right-ofway of law enforcement vehicles, fire engines, and other emergency vehicles whose sirens and flashing lights
serve as indicators. Motorists must immediately pull over to the closest edge of the road, at a full stop, until
the emergency vehicle has passed through. The last difference is that motorists must never share the lane with
a motorcyclist. The motorcyclist is entitled to the entire lane.
Pedestrians should cross the road only at intersections or designated crosswalks. Usually before crossing
a road, pedestrians should initiate a pedestrian signal, a button to press near a crosswalk that signals the
walk/don’t walk pedestrian lights to change. Pedestrians can cross the street only when the pedestrian signal
changes to white letters that say walk while flashing a white symbol of a person walking.

Entertainment
Outdoor activities and sports are very popular among the locals, especially American football. During the
season, people join in a carnival of sports encompassing an ocean of 88,000 fans at Ben Hill Griffin Stadium,
home to the Florida Gators. Gator sports go beyond the gridiron7 (American football field), with basketball,
baseball, gymnastics and a dozen more intercollegiate sports filling students’ leisure time.
A number of State Parks provide people here with opportunities to get access to nature. Bison, wild
horses and alligators roam the savannah of Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park. Sweetwater Wetlands Park is a
birds’ paradise during migratory seasons. It isn’t uncommon for an anhinga to fly right by you as you walk the
wooden deck or spot a lazy alligator basking in the sun. It’s a great place for bird-watchers.
More entertainment choices are available if you would like to get out of the town. You will never feel
disappointed in the theme parks of Walt Disney World and Universal Studios in Orlando, 120 miles away from
Gainesville. You may like to explore Castillo de San Marcos, the oldest masonry fort in the continental U.S. in
St. Augustine, which is the state’s oldest city and is only 85 miles away from Gainesville. Beaches, swimming,
fishing and crabbing in Clearwater, Tampa, Cedar Key, or St. Augustine along the Gulf of Mexico or Atlantic
Ocean, are also very popular choices. I agree with Anthony Ham when he wrote in his piece Lonely Planet,
“Blissful living involves swinging in a palm-strung hammock while the ocean swooshes gently onto a whitesand beach.” That’s why I prefer hanging out at Clearwater beach.
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专 栏
Holidays
A wide variety of holidays are celebrated in the U.S, like Spring Holidays, Fourth of July, Labor Day,
Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Holiday, Winter Holiday, M. L.K Jr. Day and President’s Day. Gainesville
even celebrates its own holiday—UF Homecoming. On this day, local schools
were closed, and from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. the University Avenue sidewalks were
lined with alumni, students and the local community, cheering on the University
of Florida Homecoming Fancy Car Parade. Over 120 participants ranging from
local charities, businesses, and student organizations made the parade a widely
anticipated event for the whole city.

My Life
With the support of my host teacher, I’m able to take full advantage of my stay at UF by auditing
courses on “academic writing” and “discourse analysis”, attending monthly research colloquia on language/
literacy education and contributing to activities aimed at enhancing intercultural understanding. My
typical weekdays go like this: two days for reading and reviewing academic journal articles and textbooks
in libraries, one day for auditing classes and completing assignments, one day for attending colloquia or
conducting research on teaching and learning, literacy education, and academic reading and writing, and
another day for paperwork such as writing essays and reviewing test papers for College English teaching
Department of ECNU. Auditing classes not only serves as a way to update me on the field, but also offers
me opportunities to reflect on the difference of teaching and learning between China and US. Generally, the
American students are more active in class discussion by which they are more confident to express their
thoughts and raise questions either on their peers’ presentations or on the professor’s lectures. I’m very
happy to attend research colloquia where I can learn about the latest research findings of the UF faculty and
doctoral students. I find their research interests to be illuminating in so many aspects. For instance, Tom
Beyer and Eric Lemstrom, from P. K. Yonge Developmental Research School, explored the “Writing and
Personality” and Brittany Adams, a UF doctoral student, conducts research on “Cultivating Critical Literacy
with Young Adult Literature in the College Classroom”.
Here I also have more chances to learn about the local people. I’ve met many
people whom have demonstrated the good and bad qualities of character. One thing
I’m very impressed with is that there’s a senior crossing guard at the N W 23rd
Avenue, whose job is to guide kids across the road. I was equally touched by the
gentlemanly behavior of the No. 23 bus driver, who always politely greets passengers
loudly and merrily with a “Welcome aboard!”. Of course, not all the people I’ve met
here have showed such courtesy. One time at Walmart, I encountered a provocative
female stranger, who insulted me right as I walked out of the door by yelling at me
maliciously: “Go back to China!”. That day was on the national holiday, President’s
Day. I could never forgive such an abhorring racial comment.
This one-year visiting opportunity opens a door for me. It not only helps me to
enhance my professional expertise, but also exposes me to the diversified American
culture and society. As Forest’s mum once said in the movie Forest Gump, “Life was
like a box of chocolates. You never know what you’re gonna get”. What we should do
now is to seize the day and embrace the potentials of life.

Regards,
Yanyan Cao

1.contiguo

2.vibe：n.

us: adj. 邻

近的

氛围

3.colloquia
：n. 座谈会
4.carillon:
n. 排钟
5.mascot：
n. 吉祥物
6.ambulato
ry：adj. 步
行的
7.gridiron
：n. 橄榄球
场

（审稿 / 王志宏）
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LOVE IN ECNU

WORKSHOP

MAY
DAY

May Day is a public holiday usually
celebrated on 1 May. It is an ancient Northern
Hemisphere spring festival and a traditional
spring holiday in many cultures. Dances,
singing, and cakes are usually part of the
festivities. International Workers’ Day can also
be referred to as “May Day”, but it is a different
celebration from the traditional May Day.

Europe
Since the 18th century, many Roman Catholics have observed
May — and May Day — with various May devotions to the Blessed
Virgin Mary. Traditional English May Day rites and celebrations
include crowning a May Queen and celebrations involving a maypole.
May Day is also celebrated in other European countries in different
ways. In Serbia, people go in the nature or even leave the day before
and spend the night with a camp fire. In Czech Republic, May Day is
traditionally considered as a holiday of love and May as a month of love.
On 1 May, couples in love often kiss each other under a blooming tree.

North America
May Day used to be celebrated by some early European
settlers of the American continent.
In some parts of the United States, young people make
May baskets on this day. They fill the small baskets with
flowers or treats and send them as gifts to their lovers. Modern May Day ceremonies
in the U.S. vary greatly from region to region and many unite both the holiday’s
“Green Root” (pagan) and “Red Root” (labour) traditions.
In Canada, May Day is celebrated in some parts of the provinces of British
Columbia, New Brunswick and Ontario. In Toronto, on the morning of 1 May, various
Morris Dancing troops from Toronto and Hamilton gather on the road by Grenadier Cafe,
in High Park to “dance in the May”. The dancers and crowd then gather together and sing
traditional May Day songs such as Hal-An-Tow and Padstow.

Weng Weiqi:
Weiqi:
Weng
ECNU, Where
Where I
I Begin
Begin Feeling
Feeling the
the Simple
Simple Things
Things
ECNU,
文 / 翁玮琦

Having graduated from ECNU for more than three years,
I still remember the old days when I stared at the abstract
algebra formulas and partial differential equations on the
blackboard and got absent-minded.
There’s no denial that the coursework at ECNU is
demanding. However, it’s the simple peace, satisfaction and
fun that perfect my campus life. I usually did group study
with best pals in university library or in classroom 102 of the
No. 4 Teaching Building. Once we spent a big chunk of time
studying, we would have meals in Huamin Café as a reward
for our hard work. We could soak up the sun and relax on
Hexi Sports Field and I bet the cats and dogs outside NO.15
Dormitory Block could tell you the same story. Fortunately, I
carry these simple things over to my next life stage.
Now I’ve finished my master’s degree program for one
year and have been working as a Data Scientist at Wayfair,
where I leverage mathematics and deep learning techniques
to build recommender system powered by computer vision. I
can still find those simple things every time I crack a technical
problem with my team in a hackathon, interact with the
speaker in a conference/team project deep dive huddle, or tell
a nice joke during the department pod outing. Aren’t those the
simple things I’ve got from my life at ECNU?
Lastly, to my beloved ECNU and ECNUers, may you
also find your simple things in the near future. And most
importantly, make them your lifelong cherished memory.

美编 / 彭佳

Profile:
Bachelor’s Degree in Mathematics: Sept.
2011 to Jun. 2015, School of Mathematics, East
China Normal University, Shanghai, China
Master ’s Degree in Computer Science:
Sept. 2015 to Dec. 2017, Khoury College of
Computer and Information Sciences, Northeastern
University, Boston, MA, U.S

Credit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/May_Day
（编选 / 汪 燕 美编 / 李超然）
（审稿 / 余睿）
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华园春色
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